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KUICO

population:
Area:
"

of

1930 oensus - 16,502,5&8

7'7,821.00 a,uare milea

DensitT of populatioa:

21.98 per square mile

'oreignera Cresidin,):

1.'1~

Jlixed Indian and Wl1i te:
Indian:

d~

(in 1921)

19~

Death rate of Indiaa ohildren;

eo~

!otal enrollment in 8chools: 727,22'
(1/' of population of achool age)
!otal numher of aehools (In 1'2'):

9,299

Of the8e schools 8,388 were supported b7 the
'eleral GOTernaent
In addltion there are '60 public schools for
workBen and 1,822 prlTate prlmarT sohoola
~otal nuaber of teachera (1926):
18,"9
of which ',10' graduated froa 80ae normal sohool

t

Ilf!RODl1C!rIOJ'

.

"

IHllOllTC!IOI

!he intereat of the writer in Jlex1can life ani
her olose contaot with iil prompted the choice of this
subJect.
Maoh has been written 1n the United states in
reoent ;rears about M8x10$D eduoat1onal experimenta i.
the field of rural educat10n. but little is known of
the influenoe of Mexico's social1st1c program on the
urban eleme.tar" sohool••
!he R8xioaa prosram of socialistiO education is
proJecte' in a Republio where the leteral Government
aS8umes the power to diotate educational progr&aa tor
the nation a8 a whole.
the present Mexioan GOTernment has recognise'
that the maJorit;r of 1ts people for oenturies haTe l1Tei
uder the rule of a minor1 t;r (wealth bd ohurch) t an'
haTe been exploited.

fhe Mexican aocialistic prograa

endeaToure to raise the standards of liT1ng of the
laboring and rural masee ••
Histor1cal backgrouni 8how8 the .equenoe of eTent.
that led to the preeent eo010-economio oonditions of the

1.

tie wrIter epent her ohillioo! In I8xloo ani iater
taught in Puebla and in IDnterre7

11

"S8e8. Whioh in tUrD are responaible for the present
political Situation in Mexico.
!he Constitution of 191' and the creation of a
lederal Depart.ent of

~ducation

in 1921 gaTe the Mexican

lederal GOTernment the right to supervise instruction
throughout the Republic, to build and finance school.
where they were neeted, and to dictate educational
prograJIBo
Ba.ucat1on waa one of the means cho.en by the .ex1oan GOTernaent of lIaking the Jlexioan ....ses oonsciou. of
their condition.

!hia consciouaness, it is intended,

will lead them to unite and strive for 80eia1 and eoonollio
i~roTe.ent..

!he ohief aim of education, thu., is to

indoctrinate a socia1istio point of view, in an effort
to better the oondition_ of the proletariat.
the reaters used in urban sehoo1s are one of the
means through Whioh socialistio teaohing and propaganda
is brought to the child.

!he purpose of this theais i_

to show how the socialistic educational program i.
,,

reflected in the reading material of two series of rea4er ••
fhe two sets of readers 8elected show how the sooialistie
proaraa has influenced the reading material and also that
the program, as yet. i8 Bot carried out uniformly

iii
throughout 18x100.

!he Mexioo NueTo eer1es is indor.e'

by the )leteral Depart.ent of BclueatioD and is uaed iJ:l
the urban achools in the Jleteral Distriot, and ln the
urban Bchool. in tho.. etate. that haTe giTen their eduoa•

J'

tional mattera OTer to the 'eteral Department of Bduoatlon•
!hi. aerleB 1. also uBed in the urban schools whioh were
bul1t and finanoe4 bJ tae 'eteral Department of Education.
!h. luperate series is used in the urban sohools of two
.orthern States, lueTo Leon and Coahu11a, and were ohosen
for an anallais of their 80cialistic reading material
beoause they present a Tery oonserTatiTe interpretatloa
of soclalistic .duoation•
• brief anallsis of the whole oontents of the readers
was made to determine the proportioD of apace glTen 1a
each reader to socia1iatic aduoation ani to other sub3ects.
!his analyais is 1nolu4a' in detail 80 that the reader who
does not haTe acoesa to the booke Will get an idea of the

I.

whole oontent, sinoe only that material that reflects the
socialistio eluoational progra. is di80u8sed at length

,

\'

ill

the boq of the theais.
'or the purpose of showing how the sooialistie

.4uoat10nal program i8 refleoted in the reading material.
each reader 18 exaainel separate1f.

Translations of

t~e

(

iT
author's introductions and of sample les.on8 are
inoludel to ahow the aims of authors and the methode
u.ed to oarr7 thea out. • 8U"'r" of all lessons
illustrating the sooialistic eduoatioDal program i8
, 'i

Si••• at the end of the discussion of each realer.
the present efforts of the gOTernaent in the fiell

..

of education are centere' on integrating instruction
throughout Maxieo.

Booialistic eduoatioD. such as shaw.a

i. the .eyoo lfueTo readers. Will be the on17 tJPe ot
e'.oation that the Mexioan people will receiTe if the ••
(

,

....

,

• ftort. are sucoessful.

(

Chapter I

HISTORICAL BACXGROUID
Jetore attempting to explain what is being
done in the tield of Ednoation in Mexioo at the
present time, it is easential to haye a olear picture
of the eyents that. seemingly, are, responsible for
the present Situation.

Only With the historioal

baokground in mind is it possible to interpret and
eY81uate the eduoational program tOday.
1.

pre-Coloni!l tilDe. are of importanoe beoause

the oonditions under Which the majority of the population Of "%ioo existed for a oentury and a half before
the "Conquest" and Whioh oontinued for centuries thereafter are partly responsible for the p&ssiyenes. of the
Mexican and tor his iniitference to his tate and to hi.
ruler8.
When Hernan Cortez began his oonque8t of Mexioo
(1519) he did not haYe to conquer many tree tribes.
the contrary.

81~

On

tribes had liyed under the rule of

tae •• te08 for a long time.

they had been

8Ub~ugate4

and had experien.ed slayer.y and exploitation.

!hey were

promised their freedom by Cortez but atter the conque8t
found that they had only exohanged masters.

the Asteo.

in turn found themselYe8 in an unfamiliar situation. 8ince

they had been oonquered a. they had conquered other
tribes.

--

Oolonial timea (1523-1810) left perhaps the
most lasting impreasion on the Mexioan people and on

'.

the politioal development of the Iation.
Colonization brought the -enoomienta- system.
Great tracts of land were given by the I1ng of Spain
to indiTidual. and to the Church.

It was agreet that

those reoeiylng the grants would cultiTate the land and
at the aame tlme be responsible for the eduoation and
.811 being of the Indians who liTed on the land.

!he

Xing'. intentions were good, but in praotioe it resulted
in aotual slaTery of the Indians, Who did all the work
and in return reoeiTed yery little.

A. for eduoati»s

the Indians, in tho.e timea that meant only converting
thea to the Catholio faith.

!hla part of the program

waa carried out yery thoroughly and with little reaietanoe on the part of the Indiana.

As for non-aecular

education, in the first place on17 aristoorats had the
privilege of that type of eduoation in the siXteenth
oentur", and it was belieTed. very conTeniently. that
it waa iapossible to eduoate the Indi.. - a belief that
la.ted apte reoent times.

a.

- --------

catholioism and eduoation.
.........

!he Oatholic Churoh

t

3

I,

oan not be ignored in a disoussion of the political
and eduoational development of .exioo.

Politically.

the Church became &nother exploiter of the people and
continued that way until the presidenoy of Calle.
(192.) who attempted to break the rule of the Churoh.

The Church up to that time was one of the largeBt landowners.

Eduoationally, the Church beoame an important

faotor from the beginning.

fhe converting of the Indiaa.

was its first undertaking.

In the cities the Church took

over the education of the children.
.only the Spanish ohildren.

At first this meant

Later, as the race. inter-

mixed they also taught the "meati.o" (Spanish-Indian)
children.

Convent sohools for boys, run by priests, and

those for girls, clirected by nuns. were to be found in
ever" town.

With the exception of a few not very sucoessfUl

experiments, no attempt was made to educate the Indian or
the poor.

In Education, the Churoh remained an aristocrat

even

the Independ.noe and up to preBent time ••

afte~

~.

Education durins pre-revolutionarz ti~s.l

!he ••

Were tnmultous times in the development of the Bation.
, \

the minority alWays ruled.

That is, the wealth7 cla88

and the Ohuroh impose' its rule on the people.

Time and

1. *:Pre-revolutionary times- in Kexican HIstory covers
the period from the Independenoe (1821) to the
Revolution of 1910

4

again the population would follow a leader who promised
the. better conditions.

!he most outstanding leaders

were Benito Juarez and later zapata.

ETery time the

hopes of the people were raised only to be shattered
again.
fhe "encomienda" system at colonial times had
remained 1n a slightly changed form.

the owners of vast

eatates would parcel out land to the Indians to cultiT8te.
but Since the Indian had to borrow 8eeds, implements. etc.,
and had to turn OTer the harTest to the landowner who paid
hia, only after deducting the debt--whateTer he pleased-the Indian led a life of near-starTation.

And - "the

Indians could not be educated."
In the cities primar,r education began to reach the
public.

The statee built achools, but the7 were far fro.

aufficient.

Yam1lies who could afford to do eo, 8ent their

children to ConTent schoo18 Or to,priTate 8chools.

To

.end their children to public schools was, and still is,
800i&117 unthinkable.

Many

priTate schools were opened.

Sometimes these would haTe competent teachers, but more
oftea 80me lady who found herself in need of mone7 would
open a school.

!hese schools were not as expensive as the

ConTent Schools and therefore took care of the not-so-wealt.,
middle-claea. Ieedless to say, there was constant friction
between these schools and the Church •

•

(

5

«

According to the Report
Eduoation

o~

o~

the Commissioner

o~

1907, Mexico at that time had:

11, 619 primary publio achools
19, 131 teachers

I,

738, 818 pupi18 (thia is 5.42% of the children
o~ aehool age)
Bo figure8 are giTen for private schools.
In the

~ederal

district alone there were:

377 public schools (prim&r" and secondar.r)
219 priTate schoola
10 other Bchools (Tocational)
2,371 teachers
69,351 papils (11.33% of the children of school age)
fhis report

o~

the Pederal District includes
1

priTate schools, whioh aocounts part17

for the difterence

in peroentage.
6.

J!! Dictatorship !! Porfirio

!!!!

(1887-1910)

was of Tital influence in the deTelopment ot Uexioo, and
was largely responsible for the Mexican ReTOlution.
Don porfirio Dia. had been a follower
i8 reoognised

8S

o~

JUar.. who

a Mexioan hero beoause he was an Indian

1. "the agrarian program, lespite oarefilly lootorel
(,

statistics serTed as ~ first introduction to the
complete unreliability of Mexican official statistios
in general." l,xicO Reborn, by V. C. Millan, Houghton
~ftlln Co., 1 39

6

who had fought to aohieTe the betterment of his people.
The people had great hopes when they eleoted Don porfirio
Diaz to the Presidenoy.

Onoe again they were disappointed,

and sank baok into apathy.
Diaz was eleoted in May 1877 and remained in power
Ii

with one interruption (1880-1884) until 1911.

WhateTer

his ideals might haTe been when he first took over the
rule of the oountry they were soon forgotten.

Diaz found

it to his personal profit to oater to the wealthy.

It

was during his diotatorship that foreign oompanies were
given large oonoessions to exploit the natural resouroes
of Mexioo--ohiefly 011 and mines.

Vast oonoessions of land

were given to those who supported him.

The Churoh ruled

as it wiahed and aooumulated more land and wealth.

Mean-

while the oommon people found themselves no better off than
they had been before.
When Porfirio Diaz in 1910 announoed that he would
welcome oompetition in the next elections (up to then he had
dispensed with eleotions) the restless elements that had
been brewing arose and the Mexioan Revolution began.
6.

~

Mexioan Revolution

l2lQ-l!!!.

A summary of

events and issues involved during this period is found 1n
the fifth reader of the series Mexioo Nuevo, and its
translation is inoluded here beoause it gives the sooialistio
interpretation of the events and links these up to the

7

present time.
Mexioo Huevo V. l
I

What is the Mexioan Revolution?
Listen to what I am going to tell you.

I.~

We oall the Mexioan Revolution the rebellious movement initiated by Don Yranoisoo I. Madero in 1910 against
the 4iotatorship of General Diaz.
This arising was made aooording to the "Plan of san Louis
potosi" wpioh was proolaimed in November of that same year.
The period of war whioh properly should be oalled

L

the Mexican Revolution lasted until in the year 1917 the
Constitution of Queretaro was published into whioh all
the strivings and aims of the Mexican peasant and laborer
were insoribed in the form of laws.
After the publioation of this Constitution the
revolutionary masses did not see their aspirations and
needs satisfied beoause of the lack of enforcement of the
laws of the oonstitution, and again armed movements arose
thus maintaining a state of war between the oppressor8 and
the oppressed, and, therefore, demands constantly became
more extensive and radical.
i.

In translating lessons from the readers the vooabuiar,v
and sentence construction has been kept as similar to
the original as possible in order to show the actual
quality of the reading material.

II

8

When the Revolution broke out, they put at the top
of their grievances the lack of respect for the freedom
to vote, or suffrage, and, next, the continuation in power
of the President of the Republic, and thus the banner of
rebellion of the Plan of San Louis was: "Effective Suffrage."
"Bo re-election."

Redistribution and restitution of land

figured in second plaoe.
III

The Mexican Revolution was baSically made by the
mestizo (hybrids) and the Indian peasants.
Socially: by the laborers of the factories and of
the land who had begun to have a vague feeling of claS8
by that time.
The working middle olass: Bchool teachers, employeeB,
newspaper editors, professionals who in many oases then
became leaders of the revolutionary movement.
So, the first impulse of the Revolution was political,
but as the war unfolded it beoame evident that the fundamental oauses were economic and lack of justioe.
Eoonomic Causee
All the land was awned by a few.
The natural products of the soil were under the
power of a few individuals and enterprises.
The factories which comprised the industry belonged to
foreign capitalists and production had the aspect of monopolies.

t

«

9

!he artioles of primary neoes8it7 and their production were monopolised b7 a few rich merchants who
had influence with the State and .ational Governmenta.
Article. of dre.s. furniture. and utilities suck
••

aa light. street oars. the ele.entary foundations of
oulture such as papers, books, theaters, had the aspect
of protected monopolies under a dictatorship.

- ------ -

cause. due to Lack of Justice
................................

the population did not receive 3ustioe.
the judges and magistrates acted under the influenoe

of economic interests.
!he population had no ,uarantee. nOr did it en307
fre.doa.

the lack of Justice was felt prinoipal17 in the
cfOQ t

:f7.·

IV
!he Revolution was interrupted

by

the siege of

Huerta who ended the legalit7 of the institutions of the
countr7. assaSSinated the PreSident and Vice-President
and diSSolved the Congress of the Union.
Durin, the illegal government of HUerta maD7
assaSSinations took place and the reactionar7 elementa,
the repreaentative. of the Church, the capitalists and
the oorrupted ar., operate' with the support of hia

t

diotatorship.

10
But in Coahuila, Don Venustiano Carranza,

unknown to the usurper Huerta, in 1913 launohed into war
and proclaimed the "Plan of Guadalupe" oalling the people
to arms to bring triumph to the aboye plan and to restore
oonstitutional order in the nation.

fhis ... the seoond

"

.pooh

0

f the Revolution.
V

HUerta was defeated by the foroes of the Constitutional
An&7 whioh was formed of the peasant and labor ma88ea,
80hool teaohers and profe8sional elements of the middle
01a88.

!he pre-Constitutional Government was established

in the oapital of the Republio and eleotions were held for
a Constit&ional Congress which would Bubmit for disoussion
j,

a new Constitution of the United states of .exioo, includiDg
in it amendments of articles existing in the constitution
of 186' and elevating into the oategory of law the revolutionar,y sooial-economic postulates dealing With the ownership
of land and the sub-soil, with labor and also with the
Situation of enterprises generated with forelgn oapital i.
the oountr7.

VI
But first 70U must know, dear reader, that stl11
durlng the life of Prea14ent "dero, in the state of
KoreloB.

~lio

lapata, a revolutlonar7 who rebelled at

t

11

c:

the beginning of the arme4 conflict, refused to aoknowledge the government of President Madero because he had
not fulfilled the promise that he had made the peasante
ef giving them land and of returning communal lands to
the Villages, he proclaimed the "Plan of Ayala" whieh
'J

would at onoe carry out in praotioe the redistribution
and restitution of lands.
~his

movement of armed rebellion is known UDder

t~

Dame of Z8patista Revolution. which real17 was the
Agrarian Revolution of the peasante.
Don Venustiano carranza, to defeat zapata who wae
the leader of this movement. in his position a8
Leader of the Constitutional

Ar~.

~ir.t

included it in hi. own

program and proclaimed the law of the 6th of January 1915
whioh authorize' the distribution and restitution of land
to individuals and Tillases aa a provisional possesaion.
The agrarian movement of the "Plan of qala lt
won

man, partisans

had

in the whole Republic and the Pre-

Constitutional Government oould not ignore the justice
of ita aause.
VII

You also should know that the labor element in the
industrial tactories. produotive enterprise. and agricultural negotiations had gradually been organized ani

t

12

alr ead7 had a program of recover7. among

~hem

an eight

hour work d87. the raising of salaries. partioipation
in the utilities and social position. and the7 were alread7
fighting, united by a vague feeling of class.

But in all

oaaes it was • movement of salaried workmen against
organized and united oapitalists who would not willingly
cede to the demands of the workmen_

VIII
Another oardina1 aspeot of the

~xioan

Revolution

waa the position of .e%ioo among the foreign nationa,
whose oitizens as individuals. or as oompanies, had durins
the epooh of the DictatorShip, obtained ooncessions. whioh
they judged untouchable. to exploit mines, petroleum wel18,
lumber from the forests, benefits of the waters and large
extensions of land as their property_
fhe possession and respeot given to these large
intereets prevented the free will of the Nation from givins
itself the laws it wanted to benefit the population and
"

were dangerous to the integrit7 and sovereignty Of .exioo
as an independent nation.
fortunately Don Venustiano Carrana. knew how to
impose respeot for his government and to insure that strons
nations, oapable of waging war, Should reoognize the right
of "xioo to legislate independently of all fear of an

•

13

invasion and that in the controversies and demands the
interested parties were to submit to the Courts of the
land.

Mexico arose from the condition of an explOited

colonial country to enter into the position of a nation
owned by itself. free and independent to determine its
economic wealth.

IX
Don1t believe, dear little reader, that all the
above was accepted without resistance by all the Mexioans
and foreigners that live in this country.

BO!

In

various

ways and using all means at their disposal and power. the7
organi.ed armed groups of .exicans Who faoed the Revoluw
tionary Arm,.

In Bome oases they asked for help from the

power of foreign oapital and they even joined the ohuroh
party Whioh was fighting in its own defense and also the
aristooratio and monied ola.ees Who were trying to retain
their privileges and who would not allow that the peasants
and laborers Should obtain their Just daeerts.
"

In this manner the Mexican Revolution has bad ups
and dOWDa. advances and regressions within its own prooedura.
periods of rest and of active battle whioh haVe been oal1e4
period8 of rebellion of personal faotors.
But returning to our stor7.
Constitutionalist

f

~

When the ohief of the

oalled the Constitutional Congre8s.

I

14

it met in

~eretaro

when there still existe' many leaders

of rebellion who were actually at war beoause they would
not submit to the chief of the Constitutionalist ArmJ.
which represented a superior armea,force. and the majorit,

.

,

of the reTolutionary sympathy was represented by the••
the Constitutional Congresa edited and discussed the
new Code in the midBt of opposition to this projeot which
when approTed. as it was, is called !he Constitution of 191'.
!hel inoluded, .s aotual proof of the influenoe of the
.exioaa ReTolution. Articles 2'. 28, 121, and 130. about
Whioh you will read in another story.

!hen you will know

the Bocial Talue of their oontents and the hi8torio significanoe of the fight between the oppresaed and their
oppressors which has not yet ended •
.axican oh1ld:
HaTe a thought of gratitude for those who lie burie'
and who fell 1n the defense of the .dTantages that you
enle, at the coat of the aaorifice of their liTeal
"

-.nnel Vala.que. Andrade

Chapter II
!HE PRBSEN! EDUCA!IORAL PROGR&K

It;.

"

I

"'\"~

t

Chapter I I
!HE PRB8BBT BDUCA!IOBAL PROGRlK
of 1917 marks a
-the Constitution -

new era for the

masses in Mexico, and i8 the basis for the present social
and eduoational program.

While the Constitution was

reyieed in 1917, it did not become effective at once.
president Calle. began the enforcement of those laws that
"

took the power away fro. the Church.

He &1so began edu-

cational and labor reforms, but he also accumulated a
great fortune and when Lasaro cardenas, backed b7 Calle.
himself, beoame preSident, the Mexican people had at last
found a leader and defender of their rights.

Calles w&.

expatriated and Cardenas announoed his Six Year Plan
(length of the presidential term) of reorganizing and
sooializing the Bationo
the most important Article. of the Constitution that
have direct bearing on the eduoational program are
Artioles 3, 27. 88, and 123.

A translation of Article 3

and summaries of the others are indispensable for an
understanding of the analysis of the readers that will
follow.
!tticle 8 of the Constitution:
~----

;

lb. education that will be imparted by the government

shall be socialistio and besides exoluding all religious

t
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teaching, it shall make war on fanaticism and prejudioe,
and for this purpose the school saall organize ita
instruction and activitiee in such a fora ae will alIa.
youth to form. rational and exact concept of the univera.
and of sooi81 life.
Only the Government--Pederal, state, MUnicipal--shall
i~art

primary. secondary, and normal instruotion.

Permission may be given to private persons who desire to
impart education in any of the three fields mentioned,
only in aooord in every oase with the following rules:
I.

the aotivities and instruotions of private

schools must conform, without exoeption, to the principles
mentioned in the initial paragraph of this article, and

.-

they shall be in oharge of such persona

88

the Government

shall conaider to have suffioient profes8ional preparation
and acoeptable morality. and a philosophy that is in aooorl
with these prinoiples.

Therefore, religious organizations,

.iniaters of the church, 80cietie8 Who actually or preferab17
,

.

engage in educational activities, and aSSOCiations or
societies who are directly or indirectly linked with the

.

!

propaganda of some religious oult,l shall not intervene in
any form WhatsoeVer in primary, secondary and normal school8,
nor may they give financial s.pport.

1. this inoludes Baptist and i;thodlst miSSionary schools
I·

which had been established in

~xioo.

t

1'1

II.

the planning of programs and methoda of

teaohing in all easea rest. with the government.
III.

the Govern.ent ean revoke, at &n7 time, the

authorisations granted. Against a revoke there shall
be no appeal whatsoever, nor judgment.
!heae aame rule. shall goTern the eduoation of

.

,

eTer, t7Pe or grade imparted to workmen and
Prima~

p~aaants.

education ahall be compulsor, and the

Government will impart it free of charge.
the GOTer.nment aa" at ita own discretion, at

an1 time, refuse ita official approval of the studies
taught in private schools.
the Congress of the Union, for the purpose of
unifying and coordinating education throughout the aepublio,
shall isaue the neeessar, laws for the purpose of distributing the social educatiTe function ..ong the

~e4eration

of state. and Manicip&litie8, ahall decide the financial
appropriation relating to this publio serTice and Bhall
indicate the sanotions applicable to the administrator.
who do not keep or enforoe the law., as well a. for those who
infringe upon them.
the first paragraph of Article 3. ruling that,

"eduoation ,hall be socialistic and make war on faneti8iam
and pre,udioe." is the baais for the present sooialistio

t
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eduoational program.

It is bard to determine whether

the politicians who voted to include the article in
thi8 form in the .Constitution had any idea
socialistic education implied.

o~what

These words remained

meaningless until the 'ederal Board of Education waa
organized in 1921 when the educational plan of the nation
began to take form.
Article 27 (aummar7) atatea that:
1.

The land and waters within the Nation belong to

the gOTernment whioh, in turn, may transfer ownership to
private persons thus creating private property.
2.

Expropriations may be made only in the oause of

publio interest, and the owner must receive payment.
3.

The Government shall impose rulinga on the

holders of property, for the public interest.
4.

Land will be redistributed to those who need it.

5.

Villages will reoeive oommunity lands and water

supply.
6.

All minerals and other natural resources belong

to the Nation.
7.

All riTers. lakes, and sess, also. are the

property of the nation.
All rights to use the waters of the Nation are
governed by the following rules:
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1.

Only Mexicans by birth or naturalization have

the right to own land or waters or may develop mines
in the Mexioan Republic.
2.

Religious associations and churches may not own

or administer property and all property formerly held by
the church belongs to the Nation.
The most important points in Article 27 are the
rulings concerning the right of the Government to redistribute
land among the population.

The banner of one of the factions

of the revolution was "Land and Justice."

The whole

agrarian program now being developed is based on this
article.

..

Land has been parceled out to the peasants and

the Agrarian Bank (non-profit) finances the farmer in the
experimental centers, such as the cotton farms around
Torreon in the state of Coahuila.

Meanwhile extensive

educational programs Which aim to instruct and guide the
new groups of farmers are being carried out.

Socialistio

propaganda is making the peasant class-conscious.

Needl~s8

to say, the former owners of the lands are not in sympathl
with the government plans and are doing as much as they
can to undermine the public confidence in the Government.
The success Of the experiments in cooperative farming are
of vital importance to the Government, and no effort or
expense is spared to make them sucoessful.

t
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Article 28 deals with laws against monopoliee of
any kind.
Article 123 deals with labor 18ws.

The outstanding

pOints are:
1.

Establishment of the eight-hour work day (night
work, seven hours)

2.

A six hour working day for boys 12-16 years.

3.

Children under 12 years of age may not work
(not enforced yet)

4.

A laborer who has worked for six days is
entitled to a day ot rest on the seventh with
full pay.

5.

Establishment of a minimum wage.

6.

salaries to be paid in currency.

7.

Employers must provide hygienio and ample living
quarters, also schools and medical attention.

8.

Right of laborers to organize and power to enforce
recognition of syndioates by the employer.

9.

Enterprises are responsible for accidents.

10.

The right to strike.

This article has ha.d a. far reaohing influence sooially,
"

which can be understoo& best by those who are acquainted
with the conditions that existed before among the laborers.
In the book, Mexico Reborn. l the author states:
"Although the Mexican Constitution of 1917 established
provisions for a minimum wage in Mexico, nothing official
1. Millan, V. C., Mexioo Reborn, pp. 31-32
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was ever done about it until 1935, when Abelardo
ROdrigues l established the first .ationsl I1nimnm Wage
Commission, With representatives from each of the various
state departments.

Balaries were so pitifully low that

the reports of the commisaion are almost unbelievable.
Rven the president realised that something had to be
done, although the good intentions were destine' to remain
on paper.

Of the three oategories of salaries that exist
today--hunger, bare necessity and comfort--Rodrigues sai4
in a report made While he was still Minister of Industry
and Labor in 1932, "the one that reigna almost universal17
is the first.

!he minimnmwage in Mexioo haa been calcu-

lated at about tl.06 2 a day.

There are regions that pay

only 10.60 and 10.76 for an excessively long day's work.
"If we study the distribution that a family oan make
of the miserable salary its head receives, this is what
we have:
'004

• • 62 (about 10 cents in

the U.S.A.)

Oharooal for oooking

.11

Clothins

.18

1. Pre8Ident of lexico who preoeded Carlenaa. He was a
tool of calles

I.

Abo.t 21 cents in U. 8. currency (if exchange 6 to 1)

t
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Cleaning neoeasities

.05

Bent and other expensea

.20

Total

1.06

(2loenta in
U.S.A.)

The president reaohed the oonolusion that four
pesoal was the minimum wage upon whioh a worker oould
reasonably be expeoted to live and maintain a family.
All theae prioes represent Mexioan pesos and not dollara.
However, it waa not until 1938 that the Federal Labor
Board for the first time agreed on a minimum wage for
urban labor in the Federal Distriot and, what is more
important, began to enforoe it.

The Confederation of

Mexioan Workers (C.T.M.) had asked for $3.50.

Two·

dollars and fifty oents waa the prioe offioially stipulated at .last. n2
In reoent years great strides have been made all
over the oountry in respeot to labor reforms, organization
of labor unions, and enforoement of the minimum wage.
<,

Eduoationally Artiole 123 has also had a deep influence.
The provisions in this artiole form the basis for muoh of
the "sooialistio" teaohing program that is operative
throughout the Nation, as will be seen in the diaoussion
1.
2.

About 80 U.S. oents at 5 to 1 exohange
About 50 U.S. oents at 5 to 1 exohange
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ot text books.
under the "Six Year Plan" of President cardenas
great changes haTe taken place in the field of Education.
It has long been recognized that in order to be able to
ohange social and economic conditions a new educational
program was essential.

"Redeem the Nation through

Eduoation" became the slogan as early as 1921.
It was in 1921 that reorganization of the educational system took place.

Up to that time eduoation waa

in the handa of the individual states.

The following

statistios show that the states had not giTen adequate
attention to eduoation:
l"The population of Mexico, ten years of age and
more is 11,746,043,00 and of these 6,962,517,00 or
59.26~

do not know how to read or write.

These numbers

are a sign of lack of culture that fortunately haTe
diminished--from
59.26~,

74~

in 1900 to the above mentioned.

in 1930."

"The population of school age, 6 to 14 years, for the
oountry is 3,47',249,00 and of these only 1,669,599,00 or
48~

remaining without schooling."
"It is proper to observe that although the enrollment

1. Garoia Tellez, IgnaCiO, Socializ8.cion de

18 Cultura,

La Impresora, Mexico D. F., 1935, p. 4r. ~ellez was
appointed Minister of Interior in 1935 by cardenas.

t
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i8 inoreasing oonstantly, approximately 18% of the
pupi18 registered, or more than 400,000 ohildren leave
school from the first grade on. on account of "need of
work to help their parents.In 1921 the Secretaris de Eduo8oion publica
(Department of Eduoation) was organized.

This i8 a

central organisa.tion for eduoational administration.
The ohief officer is apPOinted by the President and is
a member of the cabinet.
The Federal Government assumed the power to organize,
supervise, and maintain 8chools throughout the Republic.
This did not mean that educational matters were at once
taken out of the hands of the state Government but it gave
the Federal Government the power to open new schools where
there was need and it gave them the right to supervise all
instruotion.

The States bad the privilege of aSking for

financial assistance, and, if they desired, could turn over
all educational matters to the Federal Department of
Educa.tion.

These rules applied also to municipal school

systems.
Under the Six Year Plan the organisation and centralization of eduoation has been one of the major interests of
the Government.

The President announoed that he proposed

to build 2000 schools each year.

Definite and reliable
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data on the suocess of this aspiration are not obtainable.
Sohools have been built throughout the Republio, the
greatest number of them in rural distriots.

However,

many of these stand empty, either beoause the Government
has not supplied the teaoher or because of laok of
oooperation on the part of the population.
A definite gain has been made in the oentralization
of education in the Federal Department of Publio Eduoation.
Every state or munioipality whioh has asked for finanoial
support for the building of new sohools natural17
oooperates with the National program of education.

Federal

supervisors are appointed, whose duty is to supervise the
instruction in eaoh state and to enforoe the socialistiO
teaohing.

Private sohools also oome under Federal super-

vision.
New types of elementary sohools have been established.
One of the most unique examples of an experiment in
eduoation is the program of the rural sohools.

Their aim

is to bring about a ohanged environment--sooial and
eoonomio-- and to improve the methods of living of the
rural oommunities as a Whole.
is of seoondary importanoe.
at first.

Learning to read and write
No ourriculum was presoribed

The choioe of projeots to be undertaken waB

left to the judgment of the teaoher who had to seleot them

t
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to meet the needs of the community.

sanitation. health,

improvement of local agriculture and improved housing,
were some of the most important projects.

The rural

school operates on the assumption that, in order to brin8
/,

about the desired reforms. not only the children, but the
population as • whole must be reached by education.

And

so the school becomes a center for all community interests.
It becomes "The Rouse of the People."

All rural schools

are under the direct administration of the Federal Board
of Education.
Article 123 of the Constitution mentions that
employers must provide adequate homes, schools, and medical
care for the familieS of the workmen.

Under the Six Year

plan these provisions have been enforced.

Each factor,v

or rural or urban enterprise that employs many workmen must,
under the law, build, equip and finance a school. adequate to
care for the children of the workman.
known as "Industrial Schools."
,',

The 'ederal Department of

Education supervises them to make sure that "socialistic"
views are taught.

Ii

These schools are

Just what is meant by "socialistic"

education is something that no one aeems to be able to
state clearly.

What the term implies, and how it shouli be

carried out in the sohool has not been worked out by
educators but rather by the politioians who have as their

-.
t

2'1

ohief aia the social and economic rehabilitation of
the exploited maesee.

Yoreign exploiters and

c~pitalist8

are considered to be responsible for the condltlon of
the maeaea and, therefore, ohl1dren must be taught
theae thlngs.

Whether the materlals .a presented are

I ~

oommunlstl0 or soclalistio is not clear--in _exlco it
i8 called "80clalistio."
It la customary to invite the patron to school
iestiT.ls In tbe industrial schoola.

Here he must liaten

to poems, aongs, and speeohes against capitalism, the
employer, and the "explolter."

He heara that the factor1

ahould be the property of the workman--and this after he
has built and .quipped the sohool and paid the teacher!
Article 3 of the Constitution haa often been
reTiaed and re-interpreted While the educational plan has
been tating shape.

In JUne 1940 the "8ix Year Plan," and

Cardena'a term of presidenoy expires, and the president
is very anxiOUS to accomplish as many reforms as possible.
!he latest effort centeraon unifying and aoordinatin,
instruction throughout the Republic.
\1

been worked out.

A new proJeot baa

On October 19, 1939 a meeting of eluea-

tors waa called by the president.

BTery state sent

representatives and the rale. that are designed to regulate
and uniil' education were worked out •

.
,

t

following is an abstract from the recommendation.
made b7 this group, which Will be enforced as soon

8•

• pproved:
1.

Education shall prepare the ne. generations

for the advent of a social regime in Which the means
\ '(

and fountains of production Will belong to the .exican
peopleo
2.

Bducation shall provide Situations which enable

the child to understand the natural and social phenomena
in order that he ma7 contribute to the modification of
conditions Which now limit hie energie ••
3.

Primar7 education i8 the sua of knowledge in-

dispensable to the inhabitants in order to effect the
trans~ormation

4.

of societ7.

Education shall be socialistic because socialisti.

education criticises the social organisation and strive.
for progressive and conscious general ownership of the
wealth and the means of production.
5.

Education makes war against fanatici •• , super-

stitioDS, and idolatr7 through soientific facts. truth.
\'

and reasoning_
6.

B'ucatioD shall be cooperative for this, on

aocount of ita economic and aotive value, will be • move
towari the complete socialisation of wealth and means of
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produotion.
t.

only those private persons may direct sohoo1e

who have sufficient preparation, adequate morality and
a philosophy in accord With Article 3 of the Constitution.
,.,

8.

wo authorisation will be giyen to priyate school.

that are directed or supported or protected by representatiyes of foreign embaSSies, not even under the pretext
that they extend education only to their own children.
9.

!he buildings in Which religiOUS eiucation i.

extended shall be confisoated and the direotor of the
8chool will reoeiYe up to two years imprisonment, and the
teacher six months.
10.

!h~owner of the property on Which religious

instruotion i8 given ahall reoeive from two months to
two years imprisoDDent.
11.

Sooia1istic eduoation shall ino1ude 811. fro.

games and occupations that interest childhood, througk
to the higher leyels of work and cooperation.
i',1

lS.

All this i8 deeme' neces.ary, for the national

integration oan not be delayei, since the duty ot social
justice demandS it.
lS.

In case this projeot is accepted during the

actual seSSion of oongress, siX months will be given to
all oentera of eduoation to adjust themselves to the
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new rule •• l
MOst of the pOints mentioned contain little neW
in reference to the aims of education.

Socialistio

education, according to the thesis written by the Federal
Department of Publio Eduoation in 1936 for the purpose
;

-~

of interpreting Artiole 3 of the Constitution, was
explained as follows:
"The Sooialistio School aapires to raise the standards of living of the workmen, to inorease the well-being
of the people who are 8ubmitted to a semi-colonial penury.
by teaching them to improve our systems of cultivation,
' ..

our industrial techniques, as well as to eliminate the
intermediate and the parasitic classes and institutions,
with the object of creating a modern and collective
economy by a hardworking, educated and satisfied population."
The object of submitting these recommendations to
Congress and thus making them law. is to be found in those
paragraphs that refer to the administration of private
schools and the suppression of foreign and religious
Bchools.

It will give the government a legal right to

enforoe the closing of all American, French, German, and
British Bchools which are to be found in oities throughout
the Republic and whose main objeot is the education of the
1.

!ranslated from an article in
B.L., November 13, 1939

!l

TlemRo, MOnterrey.
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ohildren of the foreign reaidentB.
will give the

~ederal

At the same time it

Government the right to demand that

the statea prooeed more striotly in the oampaign against
the Catholic Sohools and aga1n8t the unregistered schoole
which teach Oatholic children in their own homes.
If and when these law8 are enforced it will mean that
all children in the entire oountry will receive the same
aocialiatic eduoation.

It i8 intended that they all be

prepared for the advent of a neW regime in which all the
means of production and all the wealth of the nation will
belong to the working clasa.

!here no longer will be a

war between classes because all people will be members of
the working Clas8.
It is natur81 that BUch a draBtic prograa shoald
arouse intense antagonisa.

Pre8ident Oardenaa in hia "Siz

Year Plan" has built up a powerful political maohine and
opposition has been Blow--perhaps hoping that eventa would

make it unneoes8ar,r to take aotion.

!he lack of concentrated

opposition enabled the President to aohieve many things
that otherwise, would have been impos8ible.
In 1921 Calles tried to enforce those ArticleS of the

"

Constitution that prohibited the Churoh from giT1ns religious
instruction.

Primary etucation which the Church had

conaidered theirs by Divine right was taken from them.
f

,

~he

oonvent schools were not cl08ed, but were permitted

''''!!!,J,""",_ _ _ _ _ _ _- - - - - - - ' - - - " - - -
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to extend seoonder" education under 0108e government
supervi8ion.

In 1932 it was announoed by special presi-

dential deoree that seoondary eduoation also must be 1&7
eduoation--and the battle was on.
,

..

!he arohbishop of Mexioo, pasoual Di •• , gave out the
following order:
-1.

All parent. Within the Archbishopric of "xico

mnst hereby refrain from sending their ohildren to the
lay aohool ••
8.' We wi.h to impress upon the oonscienoe of the.e

parenta that they have the Obligation of ohooain, oatholio
sohools in order to assure the Ohristian eduoation of
their ohildren.
8.

If speoial oircumstanoe. prevent any parent from

fulfilling these orders, he Bhould explain the.e oiroumstance. to hi. parish priest, or to any other priest worthy
of his confidence, whe will

stu~

the case and plaoe it

before the eccleSiastical authority upon whom depend. the
'.,

final and definite decision.this order oame as a big shock, not so muoh to the
Government aa to the people.

f.brough their priest.· the7

were given to understand that if the7 sent their ohildren
to the "socialist" sohools the7 would be exoommunioate4.
!hia, of course, was a ver7 serious matter to them.

lUst

how hard the people were affected can only be understood
when one has WitneaBed the deep hold that the cath91ic
C·hurch haB upon the people of )lexica.
!he furore Whioh thi. l arou.ed threatened to become

a war when banda of "ChisteroB," under the banner "Christ
the Xing" asaaulted trains and murdered in the name of
the Church.

It is diffioult enough to explain the Chureh-

State confliot in .exioo to the people who knowcatholios
only in otheroountries and imagine, in all innocence,
tbat Catholics are the same the world OTer.

Jl8rguerite

JouTe, the 'rench writer, product of a highly ciVilise'
and

rational enTironment, once told the writer that. in

·her opinion,

~xican

catholics were not catholics at all,

but, "highly BfStic81 pagans whose religion is a strange
melange of fanatical witchoraft

and

medieTal ritual."

The fUBion of Indian and Spanish cultures can nowhere be
aeen in better illustration.!
the iDllllediate result of the ArchDishop's proclSJation was that the children of catholic families, 8.pecial17
from the wealthy
"

without schoo18.

and

the deTont middle clasae8, were left

!heir pride

and

tradition already

preTented them from aending their children to • public
achool, and the only priTate schools whioh were permitted

..

1. !Ke banning of secondary edncation from catholic Schoola

a.

Jl1l1an. V. C •• Ope Cit., p. 68

to operate were those

~hat

deolared themselves to be

in aocord with the sooialistic program.

!he result

was that many children of the we81thy families were
sent to Catholic sohools in the United state..

,amilie.

would work together and open "bootleg" schoole in their
hODes or in garages until the Government would "raid" it •
• few weeks later the sohool would re-open in another
looation.
Jan7 cities were not very strict about the operation
of these "bootleg" schoole, and, in other clties, eve.
the Catholic sohools were allowed to continue more or les8
without interference.

Bow that the supervision of school.

i. to rest in the bands of the ,ederal Department, thia
is to be changed.

If the present reoommendations are

accepted the director of such an unlawful sohool will be
sentenced to two years imprieonment and the teacher to
8ix months.

fhe owner of the property on which religious

education i8 given aleo will be sentenced to from two
'"

month. to two year. imprisonment.

!he.e provisions are

aimed directly at these "hidden" sohoole.
the power of the church has aleo been felt among the
peasants.

Incited by the priests, peasanta have killed

many teachers and many of the schools that the Government
built stand empty.
f

,

!he Mexican people are torn between

loyalt7 to and fear of the ChurOh, and the promi8e. of,

f
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and hope for, a more just society.

The Government

retaliates with stricter rules and propaganda.
The present Minister of the Interior, Ignacio
Garcia Tellez, in the introduction to his book
Socializacion A! la Cultural which became a textbook in
the normal schools, supplies the following information:
"Wanting to have some thorough information about
the state of proletarian children. I ordered the Department of Statistics of the Federal Department of Eduoation
to undertake an investigation about the existing conditions.
fhe results obtained could not have been worse, and

W8

men of the Revolution must meditate seriously about a
new plan to care for this situation.

In the Federal

District alone, during the years 1926.1931, 77% of the
children withdrew from school, and between 1929-1934,
the percent of withdrawals reached

77.67~,

the majority

of these withdrawals taking place between the first and
second grades_
"In reference to the ohildren in rural districts.
between 1926 and 1929,

98.28~

1933, 92.86% left school.

withdrew; between 1930 and

All. as in the Federal District,

left schocl between the first and second grades of primary
instruction."
1.

Garcia Tellez, Ignacio, Socializagion
p_ 23

~

!! Caltara,

4

The author interprets these figures &s • proof
of the extreme poverty of the Kexic&n proletariat which
makes it imperative. even for such young children. to
help the family earn a living.

He makes no mention of

the propaganda campaign and the opposition to the
aocialistic school that i8 being carried on.

Undoubtedl,

m&nJ of the withdrawals oould be traced to these causes.

presidential elections will be beld in Mexioo in

June, 1940. Preaident Cardenas. true to the banner ot
"Bo re-election." refused to run and even refused to
support either of the presidential nominee..

the future

of the eduoational and soolal program depends upon the
charaoter and belief of the president-to-be.
"

this

ma, be,

Whatever

the 8ix Year Plan has built up something that

oannot be oompletely destroyed.

It baa oreated olas.

oonsoiousnes8 and haa given the proletarlat the experienoe

ot power.

t

a
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Ohapter III
90 SERIES OJ' READERS
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Ohapter III
ftO SERIES 0' RE.lDERS

I.

Description of Series of Readers

Two different series of aix readers used in the
Mexican achools at the present time have been choeen.
An effort has been made to seleot thoae books whioh will
t,

illustrate the attempts at oarrying out the eduoational
program.
The series ••xioo Nuevo is used in the
Schoole.

By

"~ederal

~ederal

Schoole" i8 meant:

1. £11 urban public schools in the 'ederal
Distriot
2.

All urban public aohools in the state.
that have been built with ~ederal funds

3. All urban publio Bohoola in statee that
have put eduoational mattera into the
handa of the ~edere.J. Department of
Education
Each reader oarries the following statement from
the Sub-secretaryship of the .ederal Department of Public
Education:
November 28, 1936
-This aeries of .1% books written by Profeeeor
Dnael Velasquez Andrade to be used froll the first to
the eixth gradeB was Bubai tted to the study and judgment
of the 'ederal Department of Publio Eduoation.

!he

president of the Institute of Socialistio Orientation,
holding office

'.0.

1093, among other things expressed

himself to this effeot:
'fhe reading material. contained in the six boou
,,

is in aocord with Artiole 3 of the Constitution and
with the interpreting thesis of the Department of Publio

'.

lduoatien.' "
the second seriee Superate represents an example
of reading material used in the public sohool. of the
northern atatea of Buevo Leon and Coahuila.

It is

essential to keep in mind that these two states oontain
aRch of the industrial wealth of Mexioo.

It is fro.

this part of the. country that the sooialistio pregraa
of .exioo oan expeot the most ooncentrated opposition,
for here is the. oonoentration of wealth anel of manufacturing.
Due to the difference in the presentation of material,
the Superate series i. the preferred text for the private

.,

schoola in the states of Kuevo Leon &Del Coahuila.

v

fhe

socialistic teaching otten is presenteel in the form of a
story or fable, and is not tuiie as drastio as in the
)(a*ic&n lIuevo series.

If the teaoher so desires. ahe can

v

pass the content over without emphasizing the sooialiatio
i:aplioations.
Both series, of course, stressed sooialistio eduoation

t
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In order to haTe been aooepted.

It is intere.ting to

note the difference in the presentation of the material
when one keeps in mind the politioal implioations.
The maln purpose of thia theaia is to show the
means employed to "aedeem the .ation through Eduoation."
HoweTer. there are some other general obserTations that
mast be made In order to giTe a more oomplete ploture ot
the books that are to be disou8sel.
fha rapid growth of the nuBber of 80hoola in the
oountry and the insistenoe by the gOTer.n.ent on teaohera
whoae "phil080Ph7 is in acoord with the sooialistio point
of View" has created a great shortage of qualifiel teaohers.
In order to supply the demand the gOTer.nment giTes numerou8
soholarship. to studenta who enter

no~al

sohools.

The

students are appointed to teaoh the prlmary grades and
for this they reoeiTe a s81sr,J that is just aboTe that
of serTants.

fhe fact that inexperienoe' teaohara haTe

in their oare the teaching of reading in the primary
grades explains. partly at least. the instruotions to the
teacher whioh are found at the beginning of the boot ani
often in small print at the foot of the page.

It alao

aocount. for the many work-book type of exercises found
MOstly i. the first four readers.

fhese serTe a.

suggeetion. to the teacher for further work.

fhe work-book

t

type of exercises at times baTe no conneotion With
the lesson in the reader but deal with history, soienoe,
and geograpq_
!he regulation of the lederal Board of Eduoation
ooncerning the qualifications of teachers in primary
schools atatea: "!he teaching staff shall oonsist of
teaohers Who. according to the Judgment of the Board •

.,

are not ministers of a religious oult. have a socialistio
philosopa,. aafficient preparation and acoeptable morality_"l

.0 explanation is giTen of what is considered "suffioient
preparation.-

"

The

vocabulary used in theae series of readers alao

needs explanation.

If we compare tbe vocabulary found in

these readers with the vocabulary used in jmerioan readera
we would be quite astonished at the apparent disregard of
all knowledge that research bas accumulated in the field.
!here are two things that must be kept in mind when con,

,

sidering the extensive vocabularr used in the Mexican
readers.

!he first is that the Spanish language i8 phonetiC

and therefore learning to read Spanish doe8 not present aa
many problems as are involved in learning to read English.
In .,.ish when a child know. the sound of each letter he
, ":, is able to read 8rlything whether he understands it or not.
,

{

li{t'*teftl•• Igaacio Garcia. ~

!tli:..

p. 82

t

t
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An experienoed .exioan teaoher expressed the opinion
that

~y

ohild with norm81 intelligenoe oan be taught to

read in two weeka."
fhe second important factor to oonsider i8 that
the authors of these readers had a definite aia when
they pr,pared the reading matter.

The main purpose of

theae books is not so muoh that the ohild learn to rea4,
but that the child acquire a socialistio e4uoation whioh
Will provide him With 8uffioient knowledge to enable him
to work toward a change of 800ial and economic oonditions.
fhe writer's main interest is the sUbJeot matter, not
the ohi14.
II.

Physioal A8peot of the Beaders

fhe readers, like most textbooks in Mexioo, are
printed on oheap paper suoh as is used for newspapers.
fhe reason for this is that psper is very expensive in
_exioo due to the faot that most of the pulp is imported
from the United statea and the differenoe in the exohange
tends to inorease the prioe.

Another faotor is that

"Pips." the cOllpany whioh _kes and imports paper ia lUller
direct government proteotion.
to pay import duty

OD

That is, they do not bave

paper or pulp, While other oompanie8

must pay a high import dnt7.

paper produotion is

practioally a monopoly in Mexioo.
roo

This aocounts, in

t

t
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pari, for the high cost of books.
!he books are bound in oardboard COTers which
is unusual for publications in Xexioo.

The general

aspect of the COTers is colorful and pleasing although
N

not ehild-like.

the picture on the Mexico Nuevo

aerie a shows a boy with a saw in one hand and the
finishel house he has made Which he shows to & girl, who
I'

in turn is handing the bOT & book.

In the baokground

on one side is a field With a few ears of corn, and on
the other side a faotory that bears the sign "CooperatiT•• "
fhe colorful pictUre for the seoond. third, and fourth
readers of the Superate series shows a very small
picture of a child gasing up at a huge building whioh
~'

signifies the world of the future.
means: strivel

!he word Superate

fhe fifth and sixth readers, whioh were

added to this series in 1939, .how a

h~d

holding a

laurel wreath and a young student on his way to sohool.

.

The first reader of this series, which was not written
by the same author as the rest Of the series, has a .ore
ohildlike pioture.

It represents a boy and girl fro.

the oity watching a farmer plow his field.

In the

background is a sohool.
!be illustrations in both seri.s of readers are all
in blaok and white.

They are mostly done in Simple outline

t
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t

and, not always, very artistical17e

The nature of

the reading materi&a is responsible for 80me of the
most unchildlike pioturese

!he lesson8, "Slave r 7

of work," in the fifth reader of the Mexico Nuevo
serie_ shows & young boy who is tied to a formidable

I",

machine.

80me of the illustrations of lessons dealing

with the anti-alcohol campaign are frightening, as are
those about industrial accidents.
A great number of the illustrations in both series
of readers are reproductions of photographs.

!hese ar.

used for the lessons that deal with buildings and
desoriptions of parts of the City, and for lessons that
are biographical Sketches of the lives of historio
personalities.
!he print, especially large in the first four book.
of the series, is bold and olear.

Larger print is used

in the first readers and gradually becomes smaller, with
1.8S leading in the advanced readers.
v

The print in the

fifth and sixth reader of the Mexioo ]fnevo series i_
that commonly used in newspapers.

"

Each of the readers has an index to the contents,
but it is not in alphabetioal order.

!he oontents are

listed in the order that they appear in the book.

t
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III.
~he

Classification of Contents
following olassification of the oontents of

the readers is included to give the reader who haa no
aooess to the books a general idea of the whole content
of the readera.

The classifioation of oontent is

difficult at times beoause of the complex nature of
/'

aome of the lessons.

Whether a lesson should be oon-

aidered sooialistio or moral is hard to deoide at timea,
but the instruotion in the course of

8tu~

given to the

teacher usually states that a sooialistic interpretatioa
should be given to the lessons.
Jor the purpose of claSSifying the contents of
theae books the lessona were put under nine general
headings:
1.

Sooialistic - Includes propaganda for better

80cial and eoonomio oonditione, better housing, better
working conditions, citizenship, eto.
2.
•<

Korelistic - Inoludes moral teaohing (behaVior)

savings, Whioh is considered a virtue and highly reoommended
in each reader, anti-aloohol campaign.
3.

SCientific - Includes soientific articles and

the lives $Dd inventions of scientists.
4..

Bature Appreoiation - Inoludes only those le8sons

that deal with desoriptive readings about nat.re.

There

t
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are many others dealing With some phase of nature which,
however, are included under the heading of moral or
socialism due to the fact that nature study is often
used to teach something el.e.
5.
health.

Health - Includes lessona that are rules for
~y

other lessons that seem to be lessons in

health often turn out to be propaganda for better

~ing

"

and working conditions and therefore have been olas8ifie'
under socialism.
6.

H1storl - Includes lessons dealing with world

eventa outside of Mexico and suoh le8sons as deal with
the development of world oivilization.
7.

Xexico - Includes all lessons dea11ng with topiCS

that could not properl, be classified under socialistic
propaganda.

!hel deal with historical events, patrioti ••,

national resources, and historic personalities.
8.

Ch1ld life

~

Includes lessons dealing with ohild

experience8 at home and in school, whioh do not have a
moral or SOCialistic, health, or patriotio implication.

..

9.

Entertainment - Inoludes directions for games,

dramatizations, stories, selections of literature, ani
such poetry as i8 oultural and meant to be enjoyed.
Aside from mentioning the number, no classification
is made of language and reading exercises of the workbook

t
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type, because they do not lend themselves readily to
claBsification.
No attempt was made to classify the contents of
the first readers because the material included deals
mostly with learning the mechanics of reading.
leasons
"

&S

SUch

might appear of interest in the discussion

of socialistic education are translated and include'
in the text.
!he contente in each reader were first grouped under
one of the nine headings or olassifioations listed.

!he

amount of space devoted to each was measured in linear
inchea.

When all the lessons in one book had been

measured the total number of linear inches dealing With
each topic in relation to the total of inches for all
topics in the book gaTe the peroent of space in the book
deTeted to eaoh one of the nine topics.
!he same procedure was obserTed with the contents
of all the readers from second to sixth grades of both
"

seriea.

!he findings are given in !able I.

In Mexico Buevo series, Book II, "Entertainment"
leads in amount of space given to it
b7 "Socialism" (23.44%).

and then "Mexico"

(23.'5~),

Next comes "Koral-

(l'.37~).

followed

C17.l9~).

This procedure resulted in

a classification of the topics according to their order

!lBLB I

SPACE DBVO!:BD ro BACH !rOPIC IB EACH OJ' !rEB MEXICO
ELBDlfTARY READERS (!flO SERIES) EXPRE88lm.
IN LIIEAR INCHIS AND IN PERCENTAGES

\,

,"

•

11-2

a-8

.-1

lealers
S-I .-4: 8...4:

)(-5

a-5

.-6

8-6

!op10

Spaoe

800i.11stio

Inohes
Peroent

IIOra11stie

56 171
60 160 82 1'5
Inohes
3& 14.8
'1
Peroent 17.2 H.6 6.0 19.7 9.4: 19.8 12.3 19.8 8.9

Seie.tiflo

nollea
Peroe.t

lS
'.1

2.

'.9

86
6.6

60
66
66 109 0.0 186 115
8.2
16.8 0.0 16.9 18.3
8.3 10.8

](ature

Inoh••
Peroent

18 18
4.1 3.6

19
3.5

21
89
5.' 8.S

8
'1
5.1 1.2

He&ltll

Illohe.
Percent

14
,.4

12
2.4.

41
7.5

19
2.6

9.8

3.7

liistor7 Inohes
Peroeni

2.2

00 0
0.0

8 0.0
1.6 0 0 0 12.8

87

..xi 00

Inche.
Peroeni

ChUI
life

In01l.es
Percent

btert.la_Ili

Inohe.
perceni

,a 111 262 209 182 360 262 196 166 1"
83.4: 22.4: 4:6.8 28.8 28.4 4:2.0 S9.1 21.6 44:.4: 16.6

,
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"

80

'.6

86
'.8

90
9.9

18
2.3

82
9.4

18 0.0
8.' 0.0

32
4:.0

0.0
0.0

M

5.1
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'.f

86
9'
'.5 10.8

55 106 12' 106
98 130 134 119 185
'6
14.4 11.1 19.8 17.1 16.5 11.6 19.4 27.6 14.8 12.8
21
6.6

, l'
1.8 3.1

0.0
0.0

8.8

16
18 181
'6
23.8 19.4: 6.9 18.1

6.8

24

18 0.0
2.2 0.0

21
2.4
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26
29 161
2' 260
3.1 '.0 14.7 8.6 18.4

5
4
0.6 0.6

l)

.. '

Se.' wori
exercises
Legenis

11

40

16

60

8

0

a

0

'I

"~ and "S" in ihe oaption refer to -.exloo BueTo"
ani "superate" series of elementar1 sohoo1 realers.
!he topios in the stub are the oategories used in
01aa.if1ing the reading materials as explaine' ill
this thesis, pp.

0

f

of importanoe in each reader whioh i.

gi~en

in Table II.

Table II shows that "Sooialism" occupies first plaoe
in 8ix of the ten readers, while "Mexioo" occupies it in
two readers and "Entertainment" and "Koral" eaoh have
first place in only one reader.
It

~s

evident that "Sooialism," "MeXico,· and ·Yorale"

in the order mentioned are the most important topics in
moat of the readers, judging by the spaoe allote' them.
Sooialism holds fir.t plaoe in six readers (Mexioo
Nuevo III, IV, V. VI; Superaie III. IV), seoond plaoe in

--

---..-

-place only in the sixth reader of the Superate series.

three readers (Mexioo Nuevo II; Superate II, V,, and third

-

Mexico holdS first place in the fifth reader Df the
Superate series, second plaoe in three readers (llexioo
Nuevo III. lIt 1) t third plaoe in two readers (Mexico
Nuevo VI; Superate IV). and fourth plaoe in three readers
.....:---(Mexico Nuevo II; Superate II. III).
Morals holds first plaoe inSuperateII. second

-

place in two readers (Superate III. IV), third plaoe in

-

---readers ("xico Nuevo !, !!). and sixth plaoe in

two readers (Mexico Nuevo I; Superate V). fourth place in
"

two

--

three readers (Mexico Nuevo III. IV; Superate VI) •
.
It i. interesting to note that ~Sooialiam· is the
topio of most importanoe in the MeXico Nuevo Series while
in the Superate aerie.

"~ral."

i8 given the MOat space.
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!ABLI II
RlJIKINGI OF SUBJIC!f.' CLASSIFIOA!IOliS III !f.'D
!Ell BLEJlElI!ARY SOHOOL lUW)EB.S .lOOORDIJfG
!O PERCElf!! OJ' SPACE DEVOTED TO lWlH
SUB.1BC! IJf UCH DADER

,

~

8001a11stl0

1
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1
28.8

1
1
28 •• 41.9

a

1

8

6
8
9.4 19.'

1

8

,

a

1

•
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1'.1
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,

M.I

4.1

4.9

I

5
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I
4
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8
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6
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6

8

9
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6
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2 ••

8
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'I
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,
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9

9

i
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6.1
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2
2
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4
4
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1
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.exio.

.'),

a

6
6.0

Hlstol7

)

22 ••

.ra-

Health

.

2
23 ••

9

2.8

6.6

1.8

btertalll-

1
al.8

a

LagenA:

2.6

9

4
8.2

12.2 19.a
S

16.8

•

Ohill
l1f.

••llt

,

19.'

5

8

19.4

8
S.l

,

6.9

8
0.0
I

18.1

8
0.0
6

6

•

8.9

6
9.8

2
4
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9

5
6
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S
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8
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9

9

,
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,
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8.4

2.8

0.6
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8
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6
4.0 14.'
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"~and ·S" In the oaptlon refer to ·.ex100 lIueTo"
and "Superate" aeriee of elementar7 Bohool readera.
!he topios in the atub are the oategories used 1.
olasaifling the readlng materiala &a explained i.
thia theaia. pp.

8

~

Soienoe holdS fourth plaoe in order of importanoe.
The sooialistio program states that auperstition ant
prejudioe shall be abolished by teaohing faota, reaaoning
and truth.

This part of the program is being attempted

in soienoe olasses.

The sohool has a speoial text book

for this oourse, and therefore the lessons in the readers
oonfine themselves mostly to biographical sketohes of
inventors and a mention of their inventions.
In spite of the fact that Entertainment holds first
plaoe in .exico Nuevo

!I.

it is the Superate series whioh

on the whole gives more prominenoe to this topio.

This

is due to the fact that the Superat. series oontains more
stories and more seleotions from literature, While the
.exioo NUevo Series emphasizes the teaohing of faots.
Lessons dealing with child life hold no prominent
plaoe in any of the readers and are absent oompletely in
Mexioo Nuevo! and Superate !!I.
History of the world (Mexioo not inoluded) doe8 not
hold a prominent plaoe in any of the readers and i8 absent
in the third and fourth readers of the Sup.rate aerie8.
The rest of this thesis deals with those topics whioh
have been inoluded in the readers in order to supply the
material which oonforms With. and illustrates the program
of the Mexioan government. which demands that education

t
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ahal1 be socialistio, and shall prepare the population
for a new sooial and eoonomic regime.

t

Chapter IV

THE SOCIALISTIC PROGRAM REFLECTED II
THE READING MATERIAL

j •

..

Chapter IV
THE SOCIALISTIC PROGRAJI REFLECTED III

THE READING KlTERIJL

The objeotive of the sooialistic

eduoatio~al

for the sohools of Mexioo is that eduoation

~hall

program
prepare

the ohild for the time when wealth and the means of produotion will belong to the people as a whole.

Thi8

objeotive is evidenoed throughout the reading material
used in the elementary school grades.

It is well to keep

in mind that the reading matter represents only a small
part of the material used in the sohools, and that the
main means of imparting socialistio eduoation are the
oooperative projects and extra-ourrioular aotivities suoh
as the oooperative store, student gOTernment, and assemblies,
and programs

hel~

on days to oommemmorate events in the

development of the Sooialistio regime. Looking at the
school oalendar for 19351 for instanoe, we find the
following activities and datea to be observed during the
"

month of xay:
"This month Will be dedioated to visita to stone,

,.

marble and slate quarries, depOSits of 0187 and sand,
workshops where stone and marble are cut, quick-lime,
cement, gypsum and briok faotori.s, faotories and workShOps
where ropes or textiles are made from txtle (fiber of

1. fe11.s, IgnacIo Garcia, Soei811saolon
p. 142

..

!!. !! cu1tura,

t
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century plant) tlax and Jute. candy tactories and
tailor workshops.
May 1st - Labor Day - Classes suspended,
May 2nd - Conversations about the contlicts ot
the working class
May 6th - National Holiday. Victory of Zaragoza
over the imperialism
May 8th - Birthday of Don Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla
(1'163)

May lOth- 1lo ther 's Day
u.y 16th- Day ot the Worker ot Instruction.
are suspendedl

Cla8ses

May

18th- fhe sun passes the zenith (The teachers
shall see that the students practice
corresponding observations

May

21st- Corn Day

The official list ot textbooks to be used in the
schools ot the state ot Nuevo Leon includes a book called
Individualismo Socialismo which is used in the fifth and
sixth grades.
While the readers by no means

embo~

all of the

socialistic education that the child receives in the course
of his school life. it does represent a vital part of it.
MOreover. every child comes in contact with at least the
amount of socialistic education which is included in the
readers.

It would be hard to estimate the amount and qualitl'

of socialistic education the child aotually gets in other
1.

Teaoher's day
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fieldS in the different sohools.

_- - - ----- ----

Sooialistio .-.._
Eduoation
in the Jirst Reader
........

~..;;.;;.....;;;;;.;;;~.;;;..-

I

The first reader in the Superate Series i8
called Oriente and i8 the accepted reader for the

,

aeriea.

"

Sigfredo Rodrigue., who is the author of the

books in this seriea. left the writing of the first
reader to an experienced primary teaoher. Angelina

'I

Gar•• Villareal. who also is an instruotor at the
Normal School in MOnterre7.
Both first readers have a8 their main interest
the teaohing of the meohanios of reading and, therefore.
',' little spaoe i8 given to other 8ubjeots.

the .xioo

Buevo reader oontains more reading matter than Orient ••
due to the fact that the )lederal DepartJll8nt of public
_duoatioD has reoownised the faot that comparatively
few children remain in aohool after the third grade
and therefore no time must be lost in beginning 80cial-

.,

istie eduoation •
y

1.
progr~

"

"xico Buevo I.

The sooialistic educational

i8 illustrated in the le880ns translated here

to give the reader an example of the quality of the
material and of the contents.

In translating the

le8sons an effort was made to keep the vocabulary and
sentenoe oonstruction as similar to the original

.a posaible.
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Translation I
-------Cooperatlon in the Tasks at HO..
The mother arranges and. cleba the house.
She prepares and cares for the food, the washlng.
ironlng and mending of the clothes.
!he father goes to work and Wi th the 1I0ney froll
his salary the food 18 bought, the rent for the house
ls pald, the famlly ls clothed and books for school
are bought.
The children go to 8chool where they study ant
do thelr dut7.
At hOlle they also cOllply with their obligationa.
'.

!hna. work diTided. 18 le8S hard and the helping

of all make8 cooperatlon in the ho...
Kulco :lueTO I
(page 18)
Cooperatlon ls the 8ub3ect of another leason but
lt 18 pre.ented in a Tary dlfferent fora.

-

TranslatloD 2
,.

!hlnt, chlld, about what I am golng to tell you.
one i801ated man could not bulld a clt7. a ral1roal.
One man alone could not easlly bul1d a brldge.
In order that you alght have bread lt baa be ••

..
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nece ••ar7 that other. have planted and haTTested, have
constructed plows and reapers and extracted wood fro.
the hills and coal from the mines, have made ovens and
opened storea.
In proportion that 70U learn better to cooperate
"

in 70ur work, the pr08perit7 of our countr7 will increase,
<,

and when 70U bave beoome a workman you shall be independent and not a elave to the profiteering of the managers.
!hese are some of the a8n7 benefita of oooperation.
Mexioo BUevo I
(page 111)
The following leS80n from this reader i8 worth
translating because it is the introduotion to the antialoohol l oaapaign that i8 carrie' on throughout the
.eri•••

...

Translation 3

Listen and Don't forget
£leohol robs those that take it of their strenith,
deprives them of their health, pushes thea into all vioe.
and a8sures them • death auch before they reaoh old age.
I

"

Alcohol is a terrible enemy of the one who taie.

1. pre8ident carlen's' influence 18 aemonstratea; h.

often has seid that drink and gambling are responsible
for .nch of the misery of the population

t
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it.

It is a terrible

ene~

of the wife, of the children.

of the home.It is a terrible enemy of the society in whioh .e
liye and of our country in general.
"

the saloon cannot exist without those who drink
aloohol.

.'

the saloon furnishes the means of spending the money
that should be spent for food, olothea, and eduoation.
the saloon causes young people to bring dishonor to
their parents and that their employers dismiss them fro.
their work.
Mexico Buevo !
(page 1'6)
Sayings is highly advertised in all readers Decause
this is felt to be one way by whioh the working cla.see
will be able to own their homes and better themeelYes.
therefore we find the following lesson in the first

.,

reader •
translation ,

-----------

three ways of saVing

"

The first is not to apend all the money one haa,

the second, bU7 only what is needed
the third, uee your things properly

f
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If you haTe ten cents. saTe the. or if you are
go1ng to spend them, spend only half and save the
other f1Te cents.
Den't buy a pencil when 10u don't ne.d it, even
, j

1f the price aeems low.

Do not use pages from JOur writing tablet to wrap
or to out out figures.

Write on them only. and nothing

el.e.
"xico nevo I
(page 141)
In the back of the book i8 one le8son on the
.exioan 'lag (patriotio) and four le880n8 about Mexican
aeroes which are intended to be read on the days set
aside to their memory.

!he historical facta are pre-

sented from a socialistio point of Tiew.

!he followina

translation illustrates how hi8tory i8 presente' in
tais series of readera.
ft

t'

Translation 5

-

JUare.

He waa born in a modest hut in a little village
of the State ot oaxaca and on account of his firm, serene
and unbreakable character he arriTed at the Bational
palace as President of the Republio •

••
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Of Indian origin. he suffered during his ohildhood
the miseries and humiliations of his race and of hiB
sooial class.
When small, he earned his liT1ng by herding sheep.
He learned to speak Spanish and to read when he
was quite grown up.
His life, dedicated to serTing his country, i.
f'

full of meritorious and heroio deeds.
He defended the Constitution of 185'1 which took
the material and spiritual power from the Churoh. the
aristooratio Mexioan. and the wealthy.
When the Empire was brought to Mexioo by a group
of Mexican traitors and foreigners, Juarez defended the
integrity, sOTereignty and liberty of the institutions,
thus saTing the Republic.
His patriotism led one of the nations of South
America to name him:
"Meritorious of the Amerioas."
He died on the 18th of July of 18'13.
Mexico NUeTQ I
(pages 154:-56T
The

le.son that deale with Hidalgo (Father of

MeXican Independence) does not mention that he was a
CatholiC priest, but the lesson on Morelos (another
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hero of the Independence) does mention this fact.

Of

Hidalgo the lesson state., "He believed that in order
to red•• m the Indian it was neoessary to teach him now
to cultivate the land better and to eduoate hi.
"

intelligenoe."
£daptation of historioal event. to a sooialistic

II

interpretation is employed in all the reader..

!be

.election of historical topics inoludes only tho ••
events and personalities that are pertinent to the
development of 80cialistic principles.
2.

Oriente

I.

!here is no lesson in this primer

tbat can be truthfUlly called SOCialistic teaching.
The omission i8 significant in view of the fact that
these books are used in the states Where the wealthy
still have oonsiderable influence.

It also shows wh7

this book is preferred in the private sohools.
The outline of procedures for instruction of the
first grade. written by the Board of Education in
,I

MOnterrey, oonstantly repeate that. 80cialistio interpretation should be given to the lessons in the reader.

"

£ few lend themselves to aocialistic interpretation,
for example, one about a beggar. one about the paper
boy. and the following:
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-----Translation 6

The father of Nicolas lives in the oity and worka
in a faotor,..
Nioolas, after sohool, takes the dinner to his

.,

father •
Israel and Nioolas help their fathers.

"

Which ones of you help your fathers?
Oriente
(pige 8t)
This lesson might readily be turned into a discussion
of oooperation, but the fact remains that the reading
material does not. of itself, emphasise sooialistio
teaohing.
There are man,. les80ns that teach "morals" -- suoh
as oharity, unselfishness, good manners, helpfulness, eto.,
but, While these teaohings might produoe a good oitizen,
they do not neoessarily oonstitute sooialist training.
~here

are no lessons about Mexican heroes in thl.

reader and only one patriotio le880n.

!hia describe8

the )(axican flag Ihld endS saying that "we must love ant
.'

reSpect our flag."

the Seoond Reader
1.

-------

Mexioo Nuevo II.

We have a valuable guide to
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the interpretation of the oontents of this reader in
the introduotion to the book, which i8 intended fer
the teacher.

It tells the author'_ eManuel Velazques

Andrade) purpose in selecting the material he inoluded
0.

in his second reader. and is translated here in full:

-----------

!r&nslation ,
.,

fo the feacher

!he ideological, informative and soientific
material of the reading matter of this book. whioh i_
intended for the second grade, develops in an amplifying
circle all those themes used in the first grade, adding
other new ones, among them, the theory of evolution ani
the existence of sooial-world organisation.
The second beok recognizee the progressive
ae,.ieition of the child during one more year in hi.
physical, intellectual. social and cultural environment.
as well aa the development and growth of his mental
capacitiea, Which enable him to understand and explain
"

in a greater radius the physical· and social world in
Which his life develope, and the relatione which maintain
hi. in historical communication with the generations of
the paet.
He also has in mind,

8S

he did in the first book,

the reading interests of the child, the variety of
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categoriea of reading maierial, the demands of the
language program, tAe need that the reading matter be
used by the teaoher for silent reading, and above all
that the reading matter should have not only recreational,
"

instructional, and

liberatiD8-fro~prejudice

value, but

that it should leave a deep impreSSion on sentiments
which later will lead the child to conduct himself, and
"

aot, in accord with the doctrines and moral inatruction
of the readings.

Thua is it intente' that the child be

prepared for the social organisation of the Mexioan
family.
Teaohers will observe also that in dealing With

•

many sccialistic theaes in the reading matter the cruder
expressions have been omitted or altered, though
effort haa been made to aooialise the child.

eve~

Crude

language, the teacher knows well, proGueea negative
results, and therefore, We have re3ected that prooedure
without allOWing the id8010aioal material to 10S8 its
I'

truth, soCl81 reality, and impressing force.
Without denying the value of stories for the child,
we have given them few pages in the siX booka whioh fora
this series.

We should be avaricious of the child's

time and interest during his stay in aohool, --three Or
four years, for the withdrawals are terrorizing -- and

f

are obligated to nourish his mind with the widest
possible soientifio, sooial, and informative knowledge.
The reader, as we have said from the first, should be
given a brevit7 of idea8, knowledge and thoughts whioh
,

.

will make the ohild-reader think, feel and, later on
when he grows up, aot and be able to oonduot himself,
without having to reason in eaoh 8001al situation or
environment under the impulses of those earl, impressions.
liberating him from fanaticism, superstitioDS, eto.
Therefore we have taken oare that the reading matter.
that intended for oral reading as well as that intended
for silent reading, within its simplioity and shortnesa,
should oorrespond to the ideologioal reality of the
sooialist organisation Whioh we are fighting to establish
in our oountr".
'or the same reasons we also only give a few pages
to examples of literature, whioh in spite of being

beauti~

fal, are impregnated with "bourgois" emotiona.
It

We hope that the ohildren will find their desire.
satisfied When the, open and read the pages of this

boo~!

~uel Vela. que. Andrade
_e%ioo Nuevo I I
(pagel 9·10) --

fhere is little difficulty in pioking out the lessons
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that belong under the heading ot "80cialistio" teaohing
because the author states his intentions clearly. 80cialistio teachings in these books are rarely disguised aa
stories or fables.
.,

Occasionally a le8son that deals

with another subject contains a few sentences that are
of a SOCialistic nature as, for instance, in the
description of the school-life of a child, he mention8

II

that there are no "8eats of distinction" nor "first
places" in the olassroom and that workmen's children
sit aide-b7-si4e with the sons of the office manager.
Cooperation is the subject of one le8son.

!Dong

the new subjects approached in this reader is the oampaign
for better homes.

The subject is introduced in the

following lesson:
translation 8

-

the first 4welling of man was the OSTe.
Much tilDe pa8sed betore he construoted & hous••
fh. house has served to protect the family and to
keep food and implements of wort.
fhe palatial house of the oity is full of commodities
"

and luxur7.

It lacks nothing, but much in it i. super-

fluou. and homes in the country lack much.
The workmen and employees still find it hard to own
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their own homes due to the high costa of land an4
construction which are fixed by capitalistio enterprise ••
The tenement houses are the homes of the workmen
and employees.
The house, center of family life, is oalled a home •

.
;

A spacious house into which the sun can enter, and
that has water and sewers, is comfortable.
Work and economy will make you the owner of your
home!

)lexica Nuevo I I
(pagel 34-38)~he

child is introduced to the basic problem of the

socialistic program, the existing undesirable conditiona,
and the need for change in 80cial and economic conditions
through the following le8son:

------

Translation 9

Working Class and the capitalistic 01as8"

~~he
~he

I ..

father of

my

little friend Prancisco works in

.. factor,.
~he

father of Maruja works in a workshop.

The teacher in a school works by teaching the children.
Theee are workers.
The owner of the factory is in a distant city.
The owner of the neighborhood lives from the renta.
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The manager of the dry-goods store. only supervises
his employees.
Thase three are capitalists.
In the oity where you live are thousands of workmen

.,

and very few capitalists •
The workmen live from a very limited resource; their
salaries.
The oapitalists maintain many luxurie8 with the
profits they obtain.
Who produoes the wealth and who has the advantage
of it?
The two groups form what are oalled the clas8es.
The Working class and the Capitalists.
What can we do in order that these two olasses derive
the same benefits of wealth and enjoy the same commodities
and satisfaotions?
By making the means of produoing wealth. suoh as
factory eqUipment. money. and land. the property of society
and not the property of a few.
Then there will be no war among the classes1 .
Mexico Nuevo II
(pages lll-lllT
This theme is continued in other lessons which stress
the "unjust attitude and the exploitation of the masses by
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t

capitalism.-

!he lesson intended for discussion the

day after Labor Day proceeds in the following manner:

-----frenslation 10

The workman oelebrates this day with parades and
public manifestations of joy and enthusiasm.
It is Labor Day!
Glorious date of triumph for the sooial class
that lives by hiring its strength and energy out to the
patrons and managers who need them for produotion.
!he first of May signifies to the working Ol88S a
cutting short of the length of day-work and a more just
distribution of wealth.
It Signifies also the end of exploitation of strength
and health of the workmea.
Labor Day doeS not mean that one intones hymns in
ita honor, considering work only as a means of earning a
li\'ill8.
It represents the Victory of the fight for the eight
hour day obtained by a group of honest and modest laborers
"

who were

fa~r8

orphane4.~en

of families, and who lett their ohildre.

tAeyw.re exeeuted.

the capitalistic forcea always re:tu8ed to conoede

the lelll

t.

elght~hour

daJ to the workmen and they, tired
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of waiting, deoided to demand it through foroe b7
suspendlng work and closlng the factories, setting
the date of --7 1st. 1886 for the beglnning of the
contuest •
~ut

the in3ustioe of capitalism responded b7

putting to death tho.e that initlated the fight for the
8ight-hour working da7!
,,:l:ioo lfuevo II
(pagea 10..11)fhe rights of the worker are taught in .. 18s.on
whioh explains what .. strike is, the fact that the
workmen have a legal. right to strike and that at time.
this is the only means they have of enforcing that
their rights be reSpeoted.
fhe anti-alcohol oampaign oarried on throughout
this series is due to the influence of President cardenaa
who would like to aee prohibition eatablished in .exioo.
He believes that aloohol and gambling are responsible
for much of the a1ser7 of the ma8.ea.

Anti-gambl1na

lawa have been p.a.ed. but prohibition of alooholio
"

beverages was not attemptel.

fhe two les8on. againat

the use of alcohol use the pioture method.

One ahowe a

ohild disoovering a bottle. inspecting, tasting. reeling,
l7iD8 on the ground. and throwing the bottle out of the

t.
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window, declaring that never again will he taete that
poison.
!he historical material inoludes an Indian legend,
the heroes of the Independence, and a lesson on Madero
who was the first president after the Revolutlon to
"

support the demands for a free vote and non-reeleotlon

of preSident..

Zapata, who demanded the distribution

of land to the Indians, is the subject of one lesson.
All these lessons, of oourse, give a SOCialistic interpretation.
Health rules and sport are represented in this
reader as a means of instructing the masses.
deals with water and explains
before drinking.

One le8son

wh7 water should be boiled

All the.e instructions are ver7

neoe8sar7 aa di8e88e, eapecial17 typhus, takes an
appalling number of live. ever7 year and health instruotion
i8 imperative in order to get the people to cooperate in
the government's health
I.'

progra~

Ignoranoe and super-

stition, so far, have made the enforoeaent of even
vao 0 inat ion, ver" diffioult.

.

,

Baving again is reoommendel.

In one le.80a natare

is used to show how even the anima18 (bee. and ants),
and the plant8 store up reserYe. by not conSuming all
the material that the7 &8sial1a'e.
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When the child has finished hi8 reader he will
haTe been told:
1.

the meaning of the terms "capitalist" an4

"working cla8s"
2.

!hat the

3.

that a aore 3ust societ1 is one in which

worki~

clasaes are exploited

"

wealth and means of production belong to the people
,.

that to strike i8 the legal right of the

workman
5.

!bat a workday is eight hOur8 long

6.

that cooperation is essential for the progress

of his country and well-being of his oommunit7
7.

That he should work and

8a~e

in order to

80meday own his own ho_
8.

that eaTing part of hia income i8 desirable

9.

That alcohol is poison

10.

that he must boil his drinking water in order

to kill the microbe.
11.

"

that health rules mast be observed to keep

tuberculosis from apreadins
12.

"t

that. for his own aafet7. he mRat obserye the

traffio ralea.
I

2.

Superat.!!.

In all books of this series mach

of the SOCialistic propaganda is taught through storie.

t
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and fabl...

!here is n.ither introduction nor instruc-

tions to the teaoher as to how she should interpr.t the
le8son..

The outline for the y.ar, given to the teaoher

by the Board of Education, doea atate that a aooialiatio
interpretation ahall be given to the reading matt.r.
,,

In a le8Bon oall.d, "The MOther of the SOldier,"
a .tory of a patriotio nature, w. find the following

t;

s.ntenoe:

"She lived alone, and to obtain the neo.saary

things, spent the days in front of a s.wing machin.,
sewing do ••ns of shirts for the factory of • for.igner,
for whioh Bhe reoeived a miserable salary."l • teacher
.ho 18 on the alert for opportuniti.s to develop soclalistie attitudes will UB. these words as a basis of
disoussion on explOitation by the oapitalists, mini.w.

wag., eto., While the t.acher in a private sohool might
.ell pass them over without

e~ha.iB.

It is signifioant

that in almost all refereno •• to the "exploit.r- 1n this
•• rie. he iB a "foreigner."
1•

OBly two lessona "in this book are of real Bignifioance
as .xampl.s of propaganda.

fhe translations are giv.n in

fall here:
franslation 11
petrole. .
I

.exioo is

8

oountr,r that produo •• mQch petrol....

'IS

Immense rivera of this precious flaid flow beneath the
ground of our oountr7_
Because of the high prices whioh this.produot
oommand8 in the world market, aad becaase of the oolor
it haa in its natural state. man has oalled it -blaok
gold.-

TO extract it, the ground is perforated to a great
I,

depth With enormous borers, and, when the last la7er
of rooks i8 broken, the dark liquid spurts out 11kea
~et.

Oftentimes the foroe with whioh it spouts ie ao
great

th~t

it throws the borer to • distanoe of several

kilometers a8 if it were a straw, and flooda the fielde
before the workmen are able to plaoe the stroB, fauoet.
on the pipea to stop the torrent.

ID its natural state, petroleua looks like a black,
visoous Oil, oalled tar, which is used often for paTina
atreets and

roa~a.

Once it is refined, a great number of ver.J useful
substanoes are extraoted fro. it, the best known being:
Petroleua proper, which has been used for
pro~oing

light sinoe 1826.

Gasoil. Whioh i8 used as a oombustible to move
heav7 maohiner7_
i8 not expensive.

Thi8 liquid i8 wide17 ueed beoause it

'14

Gaso11ne, wh1ch DOTes automob1les, trains, ships,
airplanes and all olasses of sensitiTe and co...n motors.
It oould be 8aid that gasoline is the leTer that moTes
our modern world.
Among the der1Ted produots, the best known are:
'.

paraf1n. and Tasel1ne.

!he first 1s used to make oan41ea,

and the seoond by pharmao1sts to prepare ointment., for
it haa the quality of not beeoming rancid.
II
When the f1rst petroleum well spouted 1n Mexioo,

m&n7 fore1gn millionaires came to thia oountry with the
object of exploiting our wealth.
Great companies were formed and they began to drill
• great number of we118 along the coast of the Gulf of
.exioo.
!hese foreign compan1es were .eXieen, conformtng
w1th our laws, but their shareholders were foreignera.
»urtng more than thirty years, these foreign oor-

.

,

porations extraoted from 18xico millions of barrels of
petroleum Whioh they sold much oheaper in fore1gn market.

\',

than in our country Whioh produce' it.
!he regions which produoe petrole. . 1n .exioo are
Tery unhealthy_

Swamp feTer, malaria and .any other

trop1081 1llnesses deTeloped here and, therefore, the
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health of the laborers who worked there was seriously
threatened.
Many

workmen died due to lack of medicines and

dootor's oare, Without the oorporations attempting to
do anything to remedy oonditions.
On the other hand, while the high employees lived
in very modern and oonfortable homes Which seemed palaces.
our workmen lived in miserable huts where bad weather,
continued humidity Which was produoed by con8tant rains,
and olouds of mosquitoe8 whioh bred in the swamps, added
to their il18.
These poor men, saw passing through·their hands,
that enormous wealth without their keeping but a starvation wage, whioh was not even suffioient to provide
them with the most urgent neoessities.
At the same time that the foreign employers became
wealth7. the Mexioan workmen became poorer without being
able to find a remedy to their grave ills.
III

When the Mexioan laborers could no longer endure
these eVilS, they organized a syndicate and asked the
oompanies for better salaries, sohools for their ohildren,
hospitals for the Sick, better homes, and some other
things whioh were 8S human, as they were just.
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Bat the foreigners, who wanteA to earn IIOre ever,
da,. did not Wish to listen to the petitions of thOB.
men who had enabled them to earn so II11cb mone,_
Then the workmen oomplained to the government, and
it deoreed that the companiea'should ocmpl, With all that
it believed human and

~llst.

Bat the,. acoustomed to do

aa the, Wished ever7Where, sooffed at the orders of the
high authorities of .exioo--!he Oourt of Supreme JRBtioe
of the Bation.
!hia inaubord1aation was puniahe' b, the government
by expropriating the propert, of the foreign companieS in
favor of the nation, BO that what befOre waa in foreilB
hands, now belongs to "xioO.
But sinoe -.xioo has to pa, for these properties
whioh Will bring us Dl&nJ 1I1.1110na of

pe80S.

ohildren and old people are obliged to help

we men, women.
80

that we may

soon see our country free, hapPI .and respected, and, above
all.or.ner of its own wealth.

,',

!tanalation !!
fhe patriot is. of a Ohi11
In a retired neighborhood of the Cit, of Mexioo
lived a faadl, whioh conaisted of the father, the mother,

'1'1

and a little bOy eight yeara old. whoae n8me waa pedrito.
!he father workeA all 48y in a large teatile factor,J

where he earned

~

exoeedlngly modest aalsr,J.

fhe mother. in order to help par the exp.ns •• of the
faudly, spent hours behlnd a aewing maohlne, making cloth1n8
articles which ahe deliv.red every week to a atore whioh
sold read7-to-wear clothe ••
':

fhe chl1d attended school, waa very attentlve In his
c1asse •• and learned well, because he wanted to grow up
Boon and become a

~

and help his parents in th.ir harl

work.
'"

Bvery Sunda"

after breakfast, the father would call

Pedr1to and give him twenty-five or thlrty oenta to apenl
on diversions and .... ts.
But the child, Who dre_' of buying a blcycle, would
Dot spend them but deposlted them 1. a olay plg Whioh had
been bought at the market.

"In thls manner," he sald.

"I soon wl1l have accumalated the necessary amount wlthout
. , father having to make a aacrlfice."
EYery day, on hie way fro. echool, he would
,'.

.to~

i.

front of the Window of a bloycle shop to adBdre tha models.
ae knew their mate. and he had even i_tuira' about their
prioa ••
!he father and mother. who love' their little b01

'18

dearly, knew his wish, and even though they would have
lOTed to grant it, they could not bring themselves to
spend their small savings, thinking that one of them
might become ill and then they would have no money to
pay the doctor or buy medioine.
One night, at supper time, the father spoke in this
manner:
"OUr oountry is in danger.

It owes the oil companies
,many millions of pesos and it is neoessary that. all we
Mexicans come to its aid.

I have decided to give to our

Government the small savings which, through sacrifices

'.

and privation, we have managed to accumulate in the last
six years.
first.

We will have nothing left.

Later we will work more.

Our country comes

We will deprive our-

selves of all unnecessary expenses and perhaps we will be
able to save again.

What is urgent now is to answer the

call of our country.
On the following day, when the father was preparing
.,

to take his savings to the Committee of National Redemption,
Pedrito, full of joy, called to him from the next room:
"Wait for me, father.

I, too, am going with you.

I, too,

want to help my country t" and t taking his savings bank, he
walked with his father, prepared to answer the call of his
country.
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"Later I can bU7 ., bic7cle." 8aid the ohild.
']low. saving .exioo i8 more important."

Buperate II
(pagea 96=1"8)
Both these leseon. deal with a topic that ie of
!.'

vital importance to Jlexico as a nation.

It is eas7 to

see how they oou14 be used b7 the teaoher to expand and
promote socialistic ideas.

the .800nd le.son ia t7Pioal

of the st71e used in MOat of the leasone in the &aparat.
serie..

!he idea10gie8 are 4i8gui.e4 In the fora of a

ator7.

This ia trae also of the method ueea to impart

moral. teaohing.

Jaa1l7 life. nature and fable. are the

preferred settiBg8 for a moral stor,r.
~ra1

teaohing 1. far more important to the author

of the Superate seriee. than 80clallatic e4ucatlon.

the

lives of historlca1 personallties are used to conv87
.oral teachlng rather than a sool811stlc polnt of vie••
The follOWing exaap1e 18 fro. a lesson on Hlaalgo:
"Hia life a8 a student in a secondar7 aohool . .a
exe.,lar7. for aside from his advanced standing and hl.
,',

great aoral virtues he posse8se' a great modeat7 that
endeared hlm to all who oame In oontact With hlm."
In summar111n8 the natare of 800ia1ist10 reading
matter on17 one fact can be mentioned wlth

.ssuranoe:~

80

"Yoreigners exploit the B8xicana." All other teachings
are hidden

80

that not the reading matter itself, but

the interpretation and emphasis placed on it by the teacher
is necessary to turn it into SOCialistic propaganda.
I

~

-----

the !hird. =Re...a...'_e.-r

1.

..xico Buevo III.

the introduotion to the teaoher

contains so muoh information about the author's purpose
and educational philosophy that it is translated. in full:
lIexico

;;;.JI'U8;;";;.;;,,.;..,....
O

ill (IntroductioJl)

"Bew themes are used for the reading lessons ot
the third

18a~

without lOsing oontaot with some of tho ••

'in the first and second readers.

Jar from itl

they are

expanded an' reaffirms' by orientation through different
opiniOns, but unified in interpretative ideology of the
physical-social environment.

•

"A word at times stands for a whole ideologioal
doctrine.
f'

"A phrase defines a whole theor,r.
"We believe that a school child, as soon ae pOSSible,
must become familiar With wordS, phrases and i4ioll8 that
belong to the SOCialistic doctrine and that express ite
ideals relative to its program. and plan of aotion, to
expand an' implant itself.

; i
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"!he ohild heara, at home and on the street, ani
4ai17 reads on aigna, bulletins and in newspapers,
expressions whioh are imperative that he understand ant
make his 0", that is, that his mind assimilate them,
enriching thus his language and at the same time awakening
I '

his interest in the reTolution and a favorable emotional
reaction to the significanoe of thoae expressions and
terDIS.
"!he acquisition of these words. phrases and expressiona
is, in ao.e oases. perhaps. strange to his childish nature;
but the eduoatiTe pro.eSB of his speech will ten4 to inatill
them as part Of his experiences and needs So that he m&7
understand them in the human relationships and use thea
in his fUture oonduot.
"ETe~

reading book that should attempt to inolude

all the themes that are related to the official program
would require a great number of pages and the cost of
publication would be prohibitive.

With thi8 in mind ..e

have limite4 ourselves. and ahall do this in the books to
follow, to the.sential pOints of the program, and to
satisfying the demands of reading in the different fiel4s
and categories.
"I hold it a duty to

~

honest7

make the following obserTationa:

8S

a writer, to

8a

f

"1. !he readings of this Beries of books that
40 aot oarry the aathor's name at the end are BO beoause
of lack of

info~ation.

"2e, !he language of aome lesBons haa been adapted

to the ohild but always respecte the thought content.
"I.

A few leseona--atoriea and talee of ttavela--

are not labelle' nor do they include the name of the
author, beoauBe the original souroe is unknown Binoe the1
we're taken from. magazines or newspapers which did not
indicate the source.
"fhe only author responsible for the reat of the
lessons which represent the greatest number, i8 the
undersigned.
I*nuel Velasques Andrade"
!he author's emphasis on deYeloping a vooabular1 and
eqUipping the ohild with worde and phraaes of socialistic
slgnifioance during thle year aWBaens a curlo8lt7 .e to
the extent of this vocabulary and the means employe' to
I'

aohieve theee aima.
!WO methode are ueet:

1.

Worda are printed darker or in larger print

withln • le8.01l

f
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2.

Worte are printed under a small illustration

euch a8:

I,

La h07- Y eI vna.r-tllLo

La. band.era
roj,ne-a ra

!he first illustration represents the symbol of
the Mexioan Oontederation ot Workers (C.T.a.) and the
aeoont i8 their party flag.
Omitting the words in the titles of lesaone. the
following terms stand out i. the print (in orter ot their
appearance) :
1.

lUetice of peace

2.

Civil marriage

3.

Otfenaive (weapen)

••

Ped.ration

5.

Conieleration

6.

])0

'I.

saVinge Bank (repeate' 5 timee in 8&me lea.on)

8.

• Unio.

9.

By.n4ioate4 Uaions

10.

not drink alcohol:

Coniederation of Workers

.

I,

Sociali ••

12.

X1Jlori t l

13.

Oapital

1'. Profit
15. Workers
16.

Capitalist

17.

Working olas.

18.

Oapitalistic (organisation)

19.

800i&1is.

20.

ProduotioJ1

21.

DistributioB

22.

Profits

23.

AecUilulation (of wealth)

2'.

OOllpetitioll

25.

eooperatioD.

26.

Profit

2'1.

:laming.

28.

War (olass)

"

2t.

WorkaeB

.

10.

Increased produotio.

,

\

11.

)

8'

!he

folloWing li.t inolude. the tel"lDs that stanl

alone or are taught with the aid of small illustrations
and are printed under the following headings:

t
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1.

You should know theSoeio-Eeonomie significance

of these words:
Workm1U1

Working da7 (shift)

Enterprise

8-hour working day

_loyel"

'-hour working day

I ,

Janager
2.

Symbols of Proletarian Wal"
1.

the red and black flag

2.

Conciliation and Arbitration Board

8.

Syndioated organisation (union)

,.

Sport

5.

The sickle and the hammer

6.

!he Strike

,•

fhe lohool

8.

-.nifestatioD of publio proteat

9.

the Internationale (lQtD of the )(exican
Confederation of Workers)

It i8 of interest that the Bchool and sports are
inoluded in the list of symbols of proletarian war.
fhis book i& the first that contains a series of
\".

le8S0n8 (distributed throughout the book) which might 'e
calle4 a "unit" or a "eanter of interest."

these lassona

are 8alle4 "A Walk through the City" and describe the

'.

t
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public buildiJ1g8 and pOiat8 of interest in Jlexico Oi t7.
giTing a 8hort paragraph to eaoh, and a photograph of
eaoh bu11d1Dg.

!he reading matter and the choioe of

aubJects are in keep1ng With the purpose of using the
material to furthersooialistic habits of thought.
the lational Librar7 doe8 not escape.

nen

Under the pioture

it sa78: "Pormer17 the temple of san Augustin •. !he
liberating a1ms of our Retorm oonverted thi8 temple into
a Bational Librar,.

Its shelTes ho14 Teluable copies of

books whoae ownership would be the pride of the rieh
libraries in foreign oountrie8.
The buildings and monuments discusaet are:
1.

the lational Palace

2.

fhe Pederal palace

3.

!he

4.

!he Supreme Court

6.

OlUef Court of the Republic

6.

Couthouse

,.

Police Headluartera

8.

lational Mas.us of Arohaeolo87, Ristory ant
Ethnograph7

9.

lItlsea of latural Ristor,-

C~er

of Deputie.

10.

Palace of BelleS Arts (Opera House)

11.

Chapul tepee park and oast1e

12.

Commercial IDlsea
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I.

,

.

13.

Bational Librar1

14.

!he Alameda (Oentral park)

15.

Social and Sport Center for Workmea

16.

Pranciso I ladero Avenue (Busineas Street)

17.

IOnument to Juare.

18.

Mon1Ull8nt to the rndependenoe

19.

Itatue of Oushuteaoo

20.

statue of Korelo8

21.

Monument of the Revolution

22.

Bational Bank for ABrarian Loana

21.

Oommission of Irrigation

24,.

Agrarian Department

26.

Labor Department

26.

Market of .ereea

2'.

16th of leptember .venue (bu8iness center)

28.

Yenustiano oarrans. streeta

2'.

~belardo

30.

the 8tock78rda

L. RoArigques Market

!hese buil41ngs and the activitie. that take plaoe
in the•• or the historioal event a that the, oommemorate.
form a nucleous for a unit in Oiti.enship.

!he author

loee not indicate how thiB material ia to be uaed. but
the reading matter suggests m&D7 topics for discussione
of a 80ciali8tic nature.
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Workmen's unions and syndicates. the right to
strike. and industrial security are topios that are eDlarge' and emphasised in this reader.

"the future workw

man will know his rights and the means of demanding that
they be reapectea."
The follOWing translations give an idea of the
oontents of these lessona, and of the manner in whioll
the material is presenteA:

-

!r&nslatioD 1.
Workmen Unite:

One and one makes two. and two are acre than one.
'en oneS make ten, and ten is worth more than one
or two.
It is not arithmetic that I want you to know, but.
that you should realize that sooially many unite'
individuals form a great maaa which is respected, i.
hard to destroy. and whose members can ac hieve
",,

worth7 thinge.
paper

,,

70U

_~

lor example: If you take one sheet of

can easily tear it in two.

If

70U

take t ••

aheeie together, it Will take more atrength, and if you
take a hundred, or a thouaand, it will be harA, and
alaoat impossible to tear thea as you did when you ha'
oDly one.

'.
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A worltmBn ia a aoclal unl t that couts

a8

one.

But tens. hundreds and thouaallda of workmen form a union
whioh ls hard to destroy because it ia powerful, aeriou••
and so great that it makes it possible for such a uaion
to achieTe many good things for itself and to defend
I.

itself against possible enemies or non-syapathiaer••
Thls le4 to the realization that the union of workmen 1.
considered as a necessity and the truth of the statement
that: "Union gives8trength."
Through the histor,J of the 4evelopment of the aOTement of the workmen who spend their lives renting out

.

their energies we know that they haTe not alway8 bee.
united.

That lack of unit7 con8tituted their weakne8s

in the fight for their own interests as a working ol&sa.
But times have changed, and today the -Jori ty of workmea
are organised. that is, unitel.

A union like this i.

called a 87J1dicate.
8JD.dicates are forlled by workmen who have the a_
occupatio•• and even in auch small numbers as twenty.
are recognised and protected by the 'ederal Labor Law.
8Jndicates ln turn unite and form 81Ddicate4 unions,
and these unions assume great unities which are calle4
pederations and are found in variOUS regiona ot the
country_

the 'ederationa finally form a Confederation ot
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Workers which directa and governs all the organisations
o~

united workmen of the various industrial branches.
The workmen united in thls manner are stroDg

in the collectlve class war and have soclal resp.ctabilit7
and possibillties of achi.vlng
'.

econo~o

edu••tloD, and soclal security In

improv••••t.

re~erence

to 111ness ani

dangers of their oocupations.
Mexioo .uvo III
(pages 1"-18ry-

strike
(Illustration ahows a workman naillng the red and black
flag over a door)
Let us strlke, let us strikeS
One hears on all 8ide8.
bd the workmen amid erieB

o~

protest and threats

drop their tools, stop the machines, and abandon the
factor,..
••

What is a strlte?
I am golng to tell you what a strlke is:
The str1ke ls a natural defense of the workmen
agalnst explOitation and oppresslon by managers who have
DO 001ls01enoe.
'When a group or workmen employed in an enterprise or
factory agree to suspend work because the manager haa

Ie
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failed to comply with a compromiae or with the legal
demands, in order to force him to oomply, a strike is
declared.
The Mexican proletariat has used the strike and
used it frequently in order to terminate the conditione
of miserable salaries, slavery of a ten hour work-day,
insecurity of work and the lack of medioal assistance
whioh existed before the Revolution of 1910 and whioh
still exist in some parts of our nation.
The strike, formerly oonsidered a rebellion, is
today a legal move for the defense of the working class
and at times the only means of demanding that the rights
of the working class be respected.
Mexico Nuevo III
(pages 156-15~
These two lessons are examples of socialistic propaganda Which is based on Artiole 123 of the Constitution
of 1917.
'I

The following translation presents a new subjeot
of eduoation, and, at the same time, gives an insight

.'

into conditions existing in the country which makes it
neoessary to include this type of instruotion in the
reading material.
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fransla"ion

l!
fhe :ramil,

Drriage is the union of a man bd woman who
voluntari17 agree and make their wish known to • representative of the Government, oalled the JUStioe of Peaoe,
who marries them in the name of the law.
Marr1age is a oontract that imposes obligations ant
",

.atual rights on the couple suoh as fidelit7. ald,
support. respeot, and devo"io. to eaoh other.
Marriage assares continuation of the speoie. through
produotion of ohildre.a.
The state, in the name of the societ1 formed b1 the
union of maD7 faailies. demand. oertain preretuisitea fro.
those Who Wi8h to marr1. suoh as that thel be health7 and
that thel have the means for a modest living.

This i8

done to proteot the home, the ohildren. and sooiet1. for
Wi thout

aonel

"0

the eoonomc means of living "he home would lack
proTide a comfortable home, food, and to rai.e.

educate, and give medical at"en"ion to the ohildren.

fh.

resal" when "hel grow up and beoome citizens and suffer
grea" illa, would be abandonment or a life of mi8er7.
fae atate onl7 recognises. aid8 and give8 legal
,astice to couples that have performed the oivil marriage
oereaoJl7, whioh makea it impereti ve that all thoae who
contraot marriage oompl, with the oivil law whioh legalisea

t:
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_rriage.
A family rounded in this manner will be a souroe
of well being and happiBess for the nationl
"]tic., Nuevo III
(pige 15-15) --Sooialism is a d1ffioult term to define at an1 time.
Tbi. book, bowever, gives a definition of what the
I,

author wishes the child to understand under "socialism.His "emotional reaotion" to the word sooialism is to be
based on his acoeptance of this interpretation:

-

Translatioll 16
The Keening of Sooialis.

It is important that from childhood on, you should
1mow what 800ialism is.
Aotuall, the societ1 in which 10U live is organize'
this wa1:
One part of the people, the smalleat, le8ds • life
,.

fnll of oommodities, diversions, luxur"

and wealth.

fhe, are those that have capital and en301 profits.
fhe other part of the people, the majorit1, work
hard, live in

~gienio

ho .... , hardl, ha...e enough With

what the1 earn to support and eduoate their SODS and have
no diversions.

They are the workmen.

fherefore there are 'two social ClaSSe8:
oapitalists and the workmen.

the
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Suoh sooial organization i8 oalled a oapitali.tio
atate.
But there is another system in whioh people, oan
live in a more advantageous and

~ust

sooiety.

That i.

sooialisM.
800ia1ism demanda:
'i

the gradual elimination of private ownership ot
property_
the poeaeasion of land for men to oultivate.
Means of prOduction and distribution (factoriea,
mines. railroads, utilities, eto.) should paea te the
handa of the workmen for the benefit of society.
Blimination ot individual protita and ot aocusalation of we&lth.
Elimination ot competition in production, establishins
cooperation in which the benefit and the protite are
distributed among those who work.
Elimination ot social distinction between employers

,.

and workDen Which keeps the two claa.es in constant war.
!he outcome ot thia will be one olas8-.the workina
01a.8.

80cialiBm not only aima at the economic betterment
of the workman and of hi. intellectual and cultural promotiOD, but also at increasing produotion through technical
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improvement of the workman and through a better distrlbution of commodlties, and of the necessities of the
material and spiritual life of the productive elements
of aociet7.
fhls i8 the meaning of 800ialis.!
)(e%ioo .I11evo III
(pagel 181-18srI)

Space does not permit inclusion of translations of
all the les80na that haTe a bearing on the socialistl0
e4.cation81 program of Mexico.

!he following outline

and summaries show the extent to which this program is
refleoted in the third reader of the Mexico IueTo Serle8.
The tltles of the lessona are giTen; also short oomments
on the oontente:

,.

1.

f.he Pull,

2.

!he House - Health, prerequisites of a healthJ
home: apace, sunlight, fresh air,
olea.nline.8

I.

I have to learn • trade - A Tocation and work
make a man tree

••

The aealth of 70ur Bod7 - Questionnaire of
health habits

5.

If I Were

6.

Play little girl! - Health - Girls must play in
order to become mothers of
healthy ohildren and tc aToid
the raising of unhealthJ
generation.

- Vocations

[
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7. A Visit to the

~aotory

- Praising the health and
strength of the workmen

8.

Life in the Country - propaganda for bettering
oonditions in rural distriots

9.

The Song of Pure Air - Health

10.

The Government and the Laws - Citizenship. Explanation of the need for
government and l.w

11.

A Walk through the City - Citizenship

12.

Sleep - Health

13.

1..

A Walk through the City (oont.) - Citizenship

15.

YOU

16.

~armer

17.

At the sound of the Hammer - poetry, Desire to
become a workman

18.

Aloohol and Sport - Anti-aloohol propaganda

19.

saving is the

20.

A Walk through the Cit7 (oont.) - Citizenship

21.

Workman and Soldier - Workmen helped to win the
Revolution

22.

A Walk through the City (oont.) - Oitizenship

23.

Symbols. of proletarian War - (See word list)

2..

Song of vooationa - Poetry, praising vocations
Should Know the Sooio-Eoonomio Significanoe
of Theae Words - (See word list, p. 85)
and Soldier - The ~armer helped win the
Revolution

~ountain

of prosperity - saving

The Two Dolls - propaganda story showing that the
poor ohild's doll is loved better
and the proletarian mother is
better off beoause she made it
herself

9'
25.

A Walk through the City (cont.) - Citizenship

26.

The Syndicate - Desoription of the funotion of
the Labor Board

87.

Alcohol i8 the cause of These Three Acoidents Anti-aloohol oampaign taught by
pictures and words

28.

Strike (See Translation No. 14, p. 90)

29.

Savings Bank

30.

The Strike - Poem

31.

Abolition of Slavery - History, Proclamation of
Independenoe

32.

The lirst of Mly - Labor Day - Socialistic History

33.

Industrial Security - Dangers of some occupations.
Workman's compensation.
safety

34.

Workmen Unitel

35.

The Jleaning of Social,ism (Translation 110. 16, p. 93)

36.

property and Monopolies - Land became a monopoly due
to ownership of vast lands
by one in41vidual. EXploitation of rural masses

37.

Agrarian Property and The Land Grant - The land used
to belong to the ohurch and
wealthy people. Now, through
the Land Grant, it belongs to
the people (Agrarian program)

38.

20th of November of 1910 - Beginning of the Revolution. Aims of the Revolution. Better oonditions
for the masses

(Translation No. 13, p. 88)

These le8sons represent the amount of socialistio
teaching included in this book.

If we add to these four

, w
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leaaons. Which gi?e a soci81i8tic interpretation ot
hi8torical e?ent8 and personalities. and a l8880B on
Animal Life which states that the teaoher ahall explaia
the theory of evolution (fighting superstitions anA
religion With truth). we find that about
"

78~

of the

reading material in thi8 book i8 dedioate4 to proacting
a 80ci&li8tic frame of mind in the chili.

!he re8t of

the material is devote' to stories. games. natural Bcience.
and-history of civilisation.
luperate lll.

2.

1/

teacher.

there i8 no introduotion to the

!be introduction is a letter to the child telliD8

him that in thi8 year he mAst learn to read fluently anA
well.

!he child i. told that during this year he will

. t

stuq history. geograph;y. soienoea and 1l8Jl;y other subject.
and that he can net do

80

if he 08D.Jlot real.

In this volume the author approaches the task ot
sooi81istio eduoation frankly and we find several lesson.

,.

Aedioated to the subject.

Much of the material. however.

i8 8till disguised in the 8tory forll and requires interpretation and emphaais by the teacher to turD it into
80ciallstlc in8truction.

It i8 interestlng to compare

the 8t71e used by the authers of the two 8eriea.

~or

th18 purpose a le8S0n haa been choeen that deals with the
same sub jeot as one in the )[e%ioo lIuevo !!!. (!ranslatlon 1.):

.. ------~-.--

......

- ..

-~-------
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;ransJ,ation

!!
!he Bight to 8trike

Wbila men dedicated themselve. to herding aheep
or worked as small craftsmen and themselves sold all that
they manufactured, there were no conflict. between oapital
'.'

and labor.
But, when men of power basaD. to pool their oapital
and fora 800ietie. where no one was responsible for the
treat.ent given to the workman, then the division of ...
began.
In the beginning, the owners of C8pital, who alway.
are friends with the government. especially under a
monaroh7 and a dictatorship, did &s they pleased with
the men Who, due to necessity, found themselves forced
to work for their liv1B8.
Gradually the indu8trie8 grew and developel, ant
the working olass became greater in number, but not better
off nor better appreciatet.
Thi8 laok of oonsideration lei the workmen to think
about uniting, forming sooieties such as the capitalists

,',

had done.
the founding of the first societies of workmen i.
BDglanll caused alarm among the capitali8tie element to

1. lotiee the setting in i foreign oountr,J
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such a degree that they sumaoned a despotio gOTerum.at
to their aid and put an end to th•••
But the workmen, knowing that union is strength,
organized again with better results, and obtained 8eme
advantages, 8uoh 8e better ealaries, b7ganio living
conditions and sohools for their ohildren.
In many parts, however, the bad treatment, starTatioD
wagea, and inju8,tioes of all kinda 8ontinuet.
fhi8

ga..

birth to the strike, tae only means that

the workmen had of mating themselves respeote' and of
obtaining 80me advantages.
The first strikes were oonsidered as rebellioua
movements, and the governments suppree8ed them wita arme4
foroe, killing many without investigating who was rigat.
In our days the strike is a right whioh the workme.
may Use without it being considered a orime, as it formerly
was.

Our Magna Carta has elevated strikes into the oategory
of oonstitutional guaranteea, and there already exist in
Mexioo labor boards whose dut7 it is to Judge whether.
strike is legal.
Therefore, the strike is the most powerful weapoa
that the workman has to insure that his right. be respected,
i

,

and to obtain economic and 800ial advantages that are the
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t

right of eTer7 human being.
Superate III
(pagel 46;"1Y')
!h18 le8son is Tast1y different in tone from the
one u.ed in the Mlxioo Bnevo aeriea.

It give • • historical

background for the mOTement and blames all attacks on the
capitalists and gOTerDments in foreign countries.
refers to the law aa the

"~gn.

It

carta," when in realit1

it means Article 123 of the Oonstitution.

It bringe out

the poin1; that the Labor Board has to decide whether the
workmen have a legal right to strike in each case before
the7 may oall a strike - a fact that the Mexico NueTo
series so far has not mentioned.

~l

these pOints show

that the influenoe of oapital is 8till powerful in the
north.
In another les80n oalled "!he BeTenth Day," and dealing
with the proviSion in Artiole 123 that says that eTer;r
workman who has worked six daY8 i8 entitled to a day of
,

.

rest on the seTenth with full p." we find the fellowiDS
paragraph, whioh though not quite exaot, is at leaat
taotfal:
"Aside from the workmen who work in the Northern statee
of our oountry. and espeoial1y those in the city of MOnterrey,
who earned & more or 1es8 deoent salary. the other workmen

.,
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led miserable l1ves and were treated with despot1s., ani
worked from sun-up to sunset."
Having stated this, he oontinue. to desoribe the
terrible oonditione eXist1ng in other parts of the oountry.
and the humane laws, 1nclud1ng the 8eventh DayAnother example of the socialistio material found
in this th1rd reader is the folleW1ng lesson.
I.

Its tone

1s more moral than socialistio.

Your Brother the Workman
Everyth1ng, absolutely everything that you u•• ani
that you own, has passed through the rough hand. of &
workman.
Prom the shoes that you wear on your feet to the hat
that covers your head.
In the simple or lavish clothes that protect your
body from the harshness of Winter, or which make the summer

.,

heat more tolerable, in your toys which make the hours of
life aweeter, 1n the school th1ngs that prepare you better
for life, in the glasses that strengthen your eyes, and even
in the jewels that please your vanity, there are thought.
of workmen, idea8 of workmen, and effort. of work....
Have you ever thought about thie'

.'
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Otten when yoa were wearing a new dresa yo.
strutted before JOur neighbor the workman Without
gre.ting him with the affection and with the respect
that the dignity of his work and the ma3esty of his yeara
deserve!
Stupid!

If you understood that each one of the

threada that form the goode of that dress is a pain, a
\.

dreaa. a saffered humiliation, a portion of eye8ight
apent, a stretch of youth left in the shop, a fragment
of a life apent before a machine. you would not oommit
such stupidity. Which lowers your standing as a man,
but instead, you woul4 seek the opportunity to do honor
to yourself by greeting him

fr~ly

and cordially as a

friend, as your brother, the workman.
A man who oan face life deserve. the respect ani
consideration of SOciety_

He filhts against all meannesa

that tries to hUDdliate his dignity and when he returns
tired to hia home with the good bread that he knew how to
'.'

earn with hia work, he knowa how to hide all hia wounda
and show himself to his sona as a happy provider.

.,

Love and honor the workman and thus you will do honor
to yourself.
Buperate III
(pagea Sa=itf)

t,

.-!-.rb--.,S...la
...' .t...i ....
on_

!!
Redeem 70ur Debt!

It is true that the last gOTernments of Mexioo
haTe male eftorts toward enabling all the Mexioans to
learn to reat and write, but there still remain in the

"

country m6B7 who h,Te not

rece~Ted

alphabet, and, as long

this is the case, we oannot

&8

the enlightenment of

naTe a great and happy. ani respectei nation.
We all say that we lOTe )(exioo, but lu.tTertheles8.
few oan prOTe that their lOTe i8 true.

A Simple teat of

our patriotism wouli be that each of U8 who haa pas.e'
through the sohools teach a fellow oountr.Jm&n to real
and write.
Bot only the goTernment is obligated to perform this
duty, but all of us who haTe the tortune of knowing the
alphabet.

If each Mexican would apply himself to this

task, soon the problem ot 1ll1ter.cy would be solTed.
Cons1der that it you reoeiTe your eduoation from a
public school you owe your equals all those teachings
that the 8chool has giTen you.
"

It you haTe been educatet

in a priTate Bchool, you also are indebted to thea (althougk
you may think that you haTe p&id them) because education
is so Taluable that you cannot Talue it in money.

!hat is,

it cannot be bought and sold like objects that

buy

tor your needs.

70U
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HaTing sai4 this. you will understand that in any
oase, you will be a debtor to your equals •• debtor of
something that you oannot pay With money, nor with anJ
kind of goods, but only with the same that you have
received.
Redeem your debt.

An honest

man does not wait for

his oreditors to collect. but goes to them and pays.
1'

thus relieT1ng himself from a heaT,f load.

Go to your

friend, to the son of your neighbor, to your relative.
to any stranger, and teach him to reat and write, demant
as payment that he do the S8me to another, and that thia
educative ohain neTer be broken.
When you haTe done this you can be at peace ant
hold dear to your heart the pride of haTing serTed your
country with the thing that it needed most - the disappearance of illiteracy among its sons.

You will be a great

patriot!
Superate III
(pages 110-112)

I'

The faot that stories are used to impart socialistio
thoughts haa been mentioned before.

In order to

illustrate this the following translation is included.
It is the first half of a story:
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translation !Q.
Hia xaJest7 t )(One,
In one of the most picturesque plaoes of the city.
although somewhat distant from the down-town section,
there was a superb palace-like home surrounded by beautiful

gardens with murmaring fountains and all kinds of

attractive commodities that go With the modern home.
In this house lived Mr. Enrique del Valle, wealtq
banker, whO 8pent his life in constant idlene8s, for he
8aid to himself that his capital would work for him an4
supp17 him amp17 With all that he might desire.
This Mr. Enrique was one of those vain individuals
who believe that money is all there ie in life, and that
those who do not have it are inferior beings who deeerve
to be de spise d.
His wife, MrS. Ana de Rivera was worse than her
husband.

She treated the servant8 as slaves; she spent

balf of her time in front of the mirror of her dressing
table and the other half attending social engagemente luncheons, teas, card games, and thousands of other
frivolous things that many of the ladies of high 8ociet7
are in the habit of doing •
• either one nor the other paid

~ch

who was the only child of the couple.

attention to Anita,

She was left to the

10'1

care

o~

a nursemaid. old Basilia. who petted her ani

loved her as if she were her own ohild.
The show and ostentation in which these poor rich
people liTed would not haTe permitted them to notioe·the
humble hut that was almost straight across from their
palace if it had not been that the souad of a heavy
,.

hammer falling on an anvil disturbed the.

~rom

morning

to nighto
"It is necesaarl,· the lad, a8id to her husband.
"that lOU should bu, that neighboring propertl in order
that those bothersome people will go awa,."

But Mr.

Enrique who was absentminded and .orose, let the time
pass.
In that little hut liTed a loung amith whose name
was JU8Jl perez.

lie was married and hact children whoa

he supported by his work.
fhe oldest

o~

his sons, Johnn7, who was Just about

six years old, helped his

~ather

in his hard work by

carrling coal to the fire and sometimes operating the
handle

o~

the bellOWS in order to

~an

the

~ire

into whioh

his father would. again and again, put the irons which he
handled with big and heavl tongs.
It was a pleasure to observe the youngster, his
head covered with ashes and cheeks reddened fro.

~atigue

,
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and the heat of the fire, as he Wiped the perspiration
from his brow with. little hand, blaok trom the ooal.
One afternoon in May on which our smith finished
his work earlier than usual Johnny ran away from the shop,
and, attracted by the numerous toys that Anita amasel
herself With in one part of the grounds of her parents'
home, he entered the garden and as if they were 014
friends he began to play without any interference fro.
the nursemaid.
When the game was most exciting, a huge car stopped
clamorously in front of the two ohildren, and from it
descended, luxuriously dressed Mrs. Ana, her face visibly
altered by disgust.
!he little girl hurriedly dropped the rope, with
which she was holding Johnny prisoner. and ran to meet her
mother to introduce her little friend and to tell her the
adventures of the afternoon.
But the mother, Without paying attention to the
loTing reception, and blinded by pride, addreseel Basili.
saying:

"1h7 have you permitted that dirty boy to play

with the ohild?

Don't you know that those people don't

think or feel as we do?

!hrow him out immediately it

you don't want me to disoharge you at onoe.!he old servant felt her heart contract.

She didn't
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say a word.

She took the hand of JUanita. who had remain.'

still without understanding what had happened. and led him
to the gate. while she dried the tears that ran down tho.e
withered oheeks. with her apron.
superate III
(pages 44-66)
,

,

!he .econd part of this story tells how the smith.
through hard work and saTing became wealtb7. but remaine4
modest.

The wealthy man. b&Ting wasted his fortune.

OODea

to him for help and Dona Ana tries to make a matoh .betwee.
her daughter and the smith's son.
!he extent of sooialistio material inoluded in the
reader is illustrated here again.

It i8 well to remember.

howeTer t that differenoes in degree of sooialistio teaohing
i8 so great that a comparison of Tariou8 readers mast be
aade careful17.
!he lessons listed here impart socialistio teaohing,
but the stories require interpretation by the teacher to
bring it out:
1.

your Brother the Workman (Translation 18. p. 102 )

2.

!he Yaraer- DeseriptiTe. Brings eut that be ba.
been exploited and that the gOTernment
mast help hi.

I.

!he Right to Strike (Translation 17. p. 99 )
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The Goverament of Mexioo - Citizenship. Desoribes
executiye, legislative, ani
JUdicial powera

50

HiB Majesty.

6.

An Accident at Work - Story demonstrating the

,.

sav.l - saving is important for the tatur.

8.

!he Oooperative store in Sohool - Cooperation
desoribed as an investment

,.

!Ae Seventh

HOne~

(!ranslation 20. p. 106)
h..ane law of workmen'.
compensation

~

10.

Redee. your Debt

(Translation 1'. p. 104)

11.

!he Rural School - In story form. Three lessona
show the need for a Bchool. the
building of the school. and
satisfactlon and pride i. the
achool

12.

To Work is the Duty of ..n - A story in four parta
that tells how a lazy and oonceited rich boy was sent to the
farm, and how he learned the
value and joy of work

13.

!he Wealth of Petroleua in 18xioo - !hree lessona
which show exploitation by
foreigners. the expropiation.
and the neeifor oooperation by
the whole nation to pay the debt

Readings on history and historical personalities
u

have Bot been inoluded here because they are not used ae
a means of imparting 80clalistic information.
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Reader
-1.!he Fourth
)[exioo !fueTo .!!.

In the introcluotion to thi.

realer the author is preoooupied with Tooabulary. and
with explaining his ohoioe of subject matter.

He pOinte

out that man, people aeem to think that when they write
for ohildren they must use dim1nutiTes and familiar words,
but that through this proceclare the child does not actuire
"

A most interesting guicle to his aims is the fallowing:
"At the end of the fourth year it is the rule for
•

the ma30rity of children to withdraw fro. sohool •
"Therefore, we belieTe, it is imperatiTe that the
reading book should inolude not only literary material
such as stories, poetry. fables. fiction. etc., but
material of Tariecl information - hygiene. oitizenship,
social organisation of the working class, histor,. antialcoholism, eto., the memory of whioh later on may influenoe
conduot as an adult."
!hese. then, are the two things that the author hal
in mind when he published the fourth reader:

I.

1.

!hat. in all probability. this would be the last

school year for the majority of the ohildren.
2.
con4uot.

fhe meed at including lessoBa to influence adult
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fhe task of enlarging vooabular,y - sooialistio
vooabulary - i8 continued in this book.

!WO pages are

devoted to phrases which are full of sooialistio meaning.
and each has a footnote instruoting the teacher to explain
the Signifioance of the terae.

fhese are the terms the

child is to inoorporate in his vooabular7.

One should

reaember. however. that the child begins to become acquainted
with these terms in the first grade:
A.

J.

Szndieate.
1.

Jederation of Worker.

2.

Confederation of Workers

S.

Administrative Oouncil of the Syndicate

••

General Assemblies of the Sy.ndicate

Contraots:

1. contraot of Work

c.

2.

Oontract of Apprenticeship

3.

Individual contract of Work

••

Colleotive contract of Work

5.

Binding Colleotive Oontraot of Wor.

fitle.
1.

Pqlitioal Constitution of the United states
of ;;:;;;;;;;;;;;.--.
KeHeo
--

-

a.

.a.rtiole 3 of the Consti tutiom. - Deals with
educatioD

b.

Article 27 of the Constitution - Land and
water right.

.'

1,
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a.

o.

Article 123 of the Constitution - Labor
law.

4.

Artiole 130 of the Constitution - Law
lim ting power of the
ohurch

.Agrarian.Q.!?!!.!.!

~

United state

a.

!he Law of patrimon;y

b.

lederal Labor Law

o.

Laws of Cooperative Societies

~

)(exioo

It will take quite a bit of explaining on the
part of the teacher if these worda are to become meaningfUl.
"

D.

Terms taught
1.

"

H

~

!!!!! illustrations !!:!:

Keans through which the Working Ka.8es aake
themselves heard:
a.

The meeting - the directing voice

bo

!he manifestation - the collective voice

c.

!he Labor Oode - law

d.

the Iewspaper - the written word

e.

The tribunal - the representative voice

During this year the child is to be acquainted with
the MeXioan Constitution.

Beoause of its historical

importance, and beoause of the interesting presentatic.
of the material, a full translation of the lesson i. give.
below:
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Social structure
Every oitizen should know and remember:

-!hat:

fhe Constitution of the United states of Mexico
waa promulgated on the 5th of February, 191'.
,"

It is the supreme code that rules the social organisation

and

the civic lite of the Mexican people.

The Constitution is formed by the collection of lawa
Which establish the rights and duties of all Mexicans;
the nature and organization of the political institutions
and the relations with foreign nationa.
He who rebels, or doe. not respect the Constitution,
transgresses against our country. for the Conatitution ia
the means of unifying all Kexicana,
that:

Our country is a Demooratio Republic whose

goveram~t

has its origin in the will of the people who manifest it
"

through the means of the vote, or suffrage, and a goot
oitisen must be eduoated in order to be better able to
fulfill his dutiea, and to make hia rights respectet, .a
well as to be able to eleot rulers intelligently.

~rticle

!hat:
3 of our Constitution imposes compulsory
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Booialistic education whioh will end exploitation of the
workman by the capitalist. that will help the working
class solve its eoonoaio problema, that will enable the.
to insure their rights as a produoing 01as8 and be
respeoted, thus terminating the confliot between exploiters and exploited. free the peasant clas8 from its viees,
superstitions and fanatiois., will enable them to create
and fora their families better,

and

will explain to the.

how the material world in which the7 liTe wa8 created. and
how men oame to liTe in aooiet7 With eaoh other.
Child, ignoranoe is a danger to the Bat ionS
that:
Article 27 establishes:
1.

The land and water that are in the national terri-

tory belong originally to the nation which has the right of
transferring the right of possession to priT&t. individuals,
and this oonstitutes private propert7.
2.

!he Nation has at all times the right of imposing

on private propert7 the refor.. that it may diotate in the
interest of the public in order to haTe an equitable disI.

tribution of publio wealth.
S.

fo fulfill this parpose the Government will dictate

the neoesaary mea8ures for the 8ubdivision of estates, for
the development of small rural propert7, for the creation of
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new oentera of rural population with indispensable 1an4
and water.

!he nuo1ei of population that lack land or

water or do not have eBough of these for the necessitie.
of the population, will have the right to have them portionet
to thea by taking tnem from the surrounding properties,
always respecting the small agricultural property under
cultivation.
"

4.

Property of the Nation are also: the waters ot

the marshes, lakes, rivers, and atreams from their sprins
to the place where they pour into the ses; the waters
extracted from mines -- any other waters that i. other times
were conSidered a8 private property of the land it travereed,
and. the U8e of water that passes from one property to
another is considered a public utilit7.
The 'eteral Government will give the conce8s10n tor
the use of the waters of the Bation.
5.

Only born or naturalised .ex1c&ns and .exican

socleties have the r1ght to acquire ownership to lands ant
.,'.

waters, and to obtain conoesslona.
6.

The nuolel of population in oommunities have the

right to possess and cUltlyate the lands, forests, and
waters that belong to the ••
7.

The nuclel of populatlon which lack land grants.

or who are unable to obtain them beoause of lack of tlt1.s.

11'

or the impossibility of identifying thea. or because
they are legally enoumbered. will be given forests, land.
and water in accordance with the needs of the population.
In no case will needed expansion be Omitted, and if nee'
be, this land will be expropiated at the cost of the
lederal Government. suffioient for this end, taking it

I.

from those properties near the oonoerned villages.
Article 123 guarantees the rural laborer, or workman,
his rights and the defense of his intereats in the war
against his employer, or landholder.
Here are aome of the rights that are defined:

f'

1.

An eight-hour working

2.

• six hour working day for boya 12-16

3.

Children under 12 years of age are forbidden to
work

,.

paJD8nt for, and en30yment of, the seventh da7,
the day of rest

5.

payment of the minimum wage for that distriot.
aufficient to satisfy th. normal needs of life.
education and honest pleasure

6.

payment of salaries in legal ourrenoy

7.

Employers must provide comfortable and hygienio
living quarters for their workmen at a moderate
rental, also schools and medical attention

8.

!he e.ployer must respect the written collective
contract of work where the workmen are organised
in a syndicate

of night work

d~

and seven hours
~eara

old
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9.

10.

Enterprises responsible for industrial aocidents
and for sicknesseB contracted by the laborer aa
a consequence of the work he does, shall pa7
ind.emnifioatio.
Recognises, as a right. the temporate interruption
of work Which is called a strike. Workman. see
that Article 123 i8 enforcel!
Kenco lIu.evo IV
( pages 182-1811"'

I.

!he agrarian prograa - the subdivision of land to
the landless farmera - which the government is oarrying
out and which is ba8e. on Article 27 of the Constitution,
is further explained to the child in the following le880.:
...
!r...
l"an
......s...l...a-.;t_i..
on-.

!!
The Land Grant

The Land Grant is actually an economic imstitution
which Will have to transform the conditions in Which the
largeat and most neglectel group of our population lives.
most neglected in the course of our sooial and politioal
revolution Since the da1S of the conquest, as is the case
I:

with the peasants.
The Land Grant as a true economic institution repreBenta
an act of Justice done to the peasant maBaea who were landless.
The development and perfecting of the Land Grant will be the
basis for the future .exican nationalism which seeks complete
integration and a more firm union.
Life will present a different aspect to the inhabitants
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of the land in our oountry when the people who now live
in the rural districts haTe, through the Land Grant. the
fundamental basis for their existence from whioh will oome
an impulse toward prosperity and a oollective imprOTement.
TAe Revolution gives hope for a national oonsolidation
in the Land Grant. for the Land Grant not only is an inheritanoe to the rural masses, but also insuranoe for the
.\

future. when national eoonomy and wealth will be balanoed.
By elevating the farmer's eoonomic level, and enabling

.

him to en30y a better life, it will be possible for him to
take advantage of & spreading oulture, and, through the
medium of sooial organization Whioh will be the outgrowth
of the Land Grant (when we oonsider it as an institution,
the oredit given to it by the gOTernment, and the enlightenment that it endeavours to spread to all groups of the
population) all members will beoome a nuoleus of population
with the same enjoyment of justioe and with aims for the
oommon well-being.

,.

EmphaSis on the oonstitution and explanation of the
agrarian program are the two new paints of the sooiali8tio
program emphasized in this book.
such

8S

The other topiCS discu8sed,

oooperation, striking, oapitalism and the rights of

the working class, are only continuations of themes that
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were begun in preTious readers.
Oooperation, Which was first stressed in the first
reader, is continued as one of the main topics of sooialistic education.

Aside from stressing the importanoe of

cooperation of the working olass, in order to become

.

,

powerful, this reader presents a new practioal interpretation of the benefits of oooperation.

A lesson, "!he Con-

sumer's Cooperatives" describes the advantages of such
storea.

Merchandise is Bold at the same price as at other

storea, but the profits are divided among the oonsumers in
proportion to the amounts they spend at the storea.
The lessons inoluded in this reader for the purpose
of promoting sooialistio thinking and sooialistic reforms
are:

1.

!he Bee' of Man to Organize Societiea - Historioal
illustration beginning With the oave man and
conoluding With the need of oooperation

2.

You must know the 80cial Signifi~anoe of these
!itles (See word list, p. 85 )

I. Mr Son - poem. 'ather tells son

he must love
overalls and trowel for they are symbols of
honest work; that he must further the proletarian oause

4.

,

fhe House - stresses that oapitalists make it
almost impossible for a workman to own hi.
home. states the requirements of a healthJ
home and advises the workman to work and save
in order that he may become the owner of his
home.
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5.

Alcohol i8 the Cause of Acoidents - !nti-alcohol
propaganda

6.

We Should be Judged by What We Are - Sooialistic.
!hat some people are too proud of their famill
traditions and that thel often achieve things
not through merit but through influence

7.

!he Me:z:ican Constitution (See word list, P.112 )

8.

Two Brothers - story •. Socialistic. Moral comparison of true socialistic actions

9.

How to Become a Good Citizen - Socialistic propaganda. Definition of the word "Citi.en"

10.

!rhe 1st of May - Labor Day

11.

!hree Places to Which Alcohol Leads Its Victims
(prison, hospital, insane asylum) - Anti-alcohol

12.

Saving I - !ro raise standard of living

13.

Consumer's Cooperatives (See reference in text.
p. 119)

14.

!he Workman - He who does not work has no right
to a place under the Bun

15.

The Three Eighte - !rhe merits of an eight hour
workday which leaves eight hours for sleep and
eight for recreation

16.

Vaccination - Health propaganda

17.

Plows or Cannons? - poem. pacifism

18.

Alcohol is poison - Anti-alcohol oampaign

19.

saving II - !ro raise standards of living

20.

Mediums Through Which the Workers Make !rhemselve.
Heard - (See word list. p. 118

21.

Song of the Workshop - poem.

22.

capitalism and Socialism - Definition of terms.
Suggestions for achieving sociali8m

Love for work
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23.

2'.

Workmen's Union - Socialistic propaganda.
Ind1vidualis. repudiated in faTor ot
cooperatioD
!he Spirit of Cooperation - Cooperation in work
and sporta

26.

saving III - !o raise standards of livins

26.

the Land Grant - (See Translation BO. 22. p.118 )

27.

Social Struoture - Constitution - (See
franslation Ne. 21. p.114 )

28.

!he Story of a Strike - propaganda - Story of
an unsucce8sful strike

29.

fhe Mexican Independence - fought tWice. once
to free the oountry from Spain. and again,
through the Revolution. to free the masses

,.

2.

Superate!!.

fhi8 is the first book of this seriee

to include an introduction to the teacher.

Because the

content of this introduction is so different from that ot
the .exico Nuevo Series, and because it SiTes the educational
philosophy of the sathor. 8isfredo Rodrigues, the introduction ie inoluded here in full translation:
"

_

!rans1a
tion 23
.......
.......................
fo !he feaohera
!he teacher oan derive so many. such varied ant profitable exercises from the reading lesson. that I haTe oonsidered it unnecessary to precede this book, as eome authors
are in the habit of doing. With a predetermined pedagogioal
plan.
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Every pedagogical plan should be elaborated, not only
in accord with the subject matter one wishes to teaoh, but
also in accord with the ohild who is to reoeive the
instruction, with the environment whioh surrounds the
sohool, with the material at one's disposal, and with many
other factors which naturally must be considered in order
that the final result be effective.

A general plan,

therefore. would only tend to limit many teaohers who have
vast and positive pedagogical resources, to a limited
sphere. Beoause of its inflexible pattern it would waste
these resources, kill new ideas which might be developed,
become mechanioal; in brief, in the teaohing of reading,
the material would become cold and lifeless, when the
enthusiasm and the gifts of the teacher could present it
to the pupil as something alive.

I believe sincerely that

this freedom of action, not only in one, but in all Bubject
matters, would bear rioh and abundant fruits for the sohool,
since it enables it to profit as a whole from the enthUSiasm
and initiative, good will and experienoe of the teachers,
which. at times. are curtailed by the demands of plans that
are believed to be infallible, when after all no method i.
so in any school.
I have omitted the word lists in order to accustom
the pupil to making oorrect use of the dictionary. a matter

•
•
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that is of immediate interest and great profit, an4 in
this way give the teaoher an opportunity of developing
the language in the manner and to the extent that ia
required for the group she has in her care.
The Author
SUierate IV
In roduotto.
"

This introdnction is vastly different from thoae
in the leXico Nuevo Series.

this author recognizes that

the type of ohild to be taught, and the environment in
which he lives should be taken into oonsideration.

He

also proposes to make use of the teacher's ability and
experience and leaves the manner in which this material
should be presented to her.

Io mention is made of the

socialistic program or of the kind of socialistic education
the child is to receive.

there is a repeated emphasis of

the opinion that the teaoher should be allowed to present
the material aocording to her belief. and according to the
needs of her group.
!hie book contains material for a thorough unit i.
student government and citizenship.

!hrough a series of

lessons the ohild is aoquainted with the phases and functions
of government.

Basio socialistio prinoiples are inoluded,

but the method of presentation i8 suoh that cooperation can

r,
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be interpreted as a moral duty rather than a sooial demand,
if the teaoher wishes.

The first reading lesson of this

aeries. whioh introduces the subJeot of student government,
is given in translation here in order to show haw thia
material is presented:
!r8nslatioa
II

!!
Let us Govern Ourselves

"Sohool being a preparation for sooiety. and pupils
being the future oitizens of the Republic. it is necessary
that our school be a true refleotion of the institutional
life of our country."
With these words. spoken in an almost solemn tone of
TOioe. our lesson in citizenship began this afternoon.
Then. sitting down oomfortablywhile he put on his glasses,
he oontinued: "Yes, my friends. the government of the
sohool Will Shortly be given into your hands.

We live in

a realistic century and it seems an anachronism that day
after day we should preach the excellency of democracy and
the desirability of republican liVing and still have our
\.

schools converted into an absolute monarchy in whioh the
teachers oonstitute the diotators.
There are among you some students who. through their
prudence, love of order and work, enthusiasm for progress,
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and prominent moral and soc 18.1 Yirtues, haYe the
necessar" qualifications to become representatives of
their groups, for these yaluable gifts haTe deTeloped
a marked sympathy 1n them, a well marked prominence ant
the well earned esteem of all their companions.

The,

without doubt will integrate the government that we

,.

propose to institutel"
A deep silenee reigned in the olass room.

~l

our

inquisitive and expectant glanoes centered on the lips
of the teacher like a mnltitude of arrows that fly to
the same target.

We waited anxiously for an indication,

a augse.tioa, in respect to the companions to whom he
was referring.

But understanding this, he at onoe proceeded

to still the restlessness that was arising ant continued
his talk saying:
"This anxiety that has taken possession of 10u, and
that deSire to know to Whom I was referring, toea not
reTeal anything but a spiritual passiveness.
UBually is pampered and 1&17.

!he mind

It likes to be handed th1ngs

already finished; that the problems be giyen to it alreadJ
solve4, and this is true of children as well as of adults.
This phenomenon occurs oftener than we think.

To th1s we

owe that often times agitators without a conscience, or
leaders without scruples, carry the multitudes through

•
12'

creeked pathe and induce them to elect unsuite4 perse.a.
and. worse still, people whe are unfit to govern their

equals.

Do not expect to hear from., lips one single name.
Thia would be enough to kill the budding flewer of
democracy.

..

individuals.

I speak of qualifications.

You look for the

Consider that ycur eleotion will have suoh

far reaching results. and that. through it you not on17
are going to confide the representation and destiU7 of
the school to a group of pupils, but. a1eo, that you are
going to exhibit your 3udgment and honesty in ohooaing
among you those truly and positively worthy of suoh
honorable nominations.

'or. you must not forget, not

even for a moment. as someone has said. that. 1nations have
the government that they deserTe.'"
A profound silenoe reigned in the rooa.

The worda of

the teacher had fallen on our minds like the fall of raia.
A few. perhaps the older ones, had understood the change
,'

in this decisive step taken by the school toward a new road,
but all, With the ouriosity belonging to tender year•• were
burning With a deSire to start the elections as if it were
only a new game.
The teaoher stopped his talk.

He bagan to leaf through

a register that he took out of a drawer of his desk.

F,

BOW

f
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and then he would raise his eyes to take in our activit7,
and then he oontinued as if he were searching for some
information.

.111 of us conversed more or less and pointed

with stubborn persistenoe toward Armando. that companion
who since last year had gained all our sympathies, &s
a oandidate eligible to preside over our self government.

.

He, feeling himself the target of the looks and signals
of his companions, felt a kind of embarrassment.

He did

not dare look at anyone, and to pass the time, he got out
a green fountain pen and began to wr1te a page of penmanship,
for the oorrect formation of letters was his great 1nterest.
From a corner of the room, Ramiro, With h1s freckled
faoe, his small and shin1ng eyes, and h1s usual audac1t7.
/I

made no1ses and po1nted to himself, propos1ng himself as
a cand1date, although nobody paid attention to h1m •
.1t th1s t1me my cous1n Raul rose from h1s seat and
asking for perm1ss1on to talk sa1d to the teacher:
"This eleotion of representat1ves that we 11ke so .nch,
I'

are we go1ng to hold it at once?"
"Certainly not,"

the teacher answered.

should not be held lightly.

An eleot1on

It 1s someth1ng that must be

thought about s1nce 1t 1s a matter of determining for •
per10d of time the dest1nies of a group.

Today is Monda7.

Let us mark Wednesday afternoon, 1f that 1s agreeable to

"
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you. for this eleotoral funotion. and.

by~~en.

I believe

that you will have been able to compare the merits of
your companions."
Unanimous applause greeted the worda of the teacher.
Superate IV
(pagea 44~)
!his introduction to stuaent government illustrates
a method of presenting material that is vastly different
from &D7 in the Mexico Nuevo Seriea.

It also shows how

a teacher might use this material to develop a real program
of student government.

In comparison with,the "socialistic"

material in the other readers. this seems quite conservative.
It is significant also that the stress is put ona true
democratic government and the term "sooialistic" has only
acquired the meaning of reform of socio-economic conditions
for the masses during the last five years.
!his le8son shows clearly that extreme sooialistio
reforms in the school system are
I'

8S

carried out throughout the system.

yet far from being
saying that "nations

have the government they deserve" and that "the masses
u

are often misled beoause they refUse to think for themselvea"
i8 very different from the lessons previously discussed.
Kost of the previous lessons have told the child. or rather,
the "future adult." what he must believe and how he must
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aot.

Here is the suggestion that blind following of a

leader might not be desirable.
The seoond lesson of this series is called "partie.
and partisans" and describe. hew the children prepared for
general eleotions and their general excitement over the
election..
,.

All ol&sses in the school had reoeived the

same announcement and were eager to hold the election.
The guidance of the teacher prevented them from nominating
too many candidates and thus weakening the support for
each.

The next lesson in the series describes the election

and is followed by one Showing how the losing candidates
remain friends with the winners.

parties disappear and

all cooperate to support the student government •. Eaoh state
(class) has a governor and a congres8.
written.

The Constitution i.

the Governors of each State and their secretaries

form a 'ederal Oongress and their first dut, is to set a
date for the election of a lederal EXecutive.
\

.

Election.

are held in each class and the results are submitted to
Oongress which then announoeS the winner.

The new lederal

Executive takes his pledge and the Student government i.
ready to fUnotion.

One of the first projects undertaken

by the new government i. the establishment of a students
saviDgs bank.
BO summary Of these lessons can glve the complete

e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • __

f'
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oontent, or the procedure for developing th18· ·project.
e

In order to give

8

more aocurate pioture of the presentation

of the material, the following translation of the seventh
lesson of this series i8 given here:

-

franslation 26

,.

the First Keeting

Fridays had been appointed for the meetings of each
class after school hours, Wednesdays at the same hour for
the economic sessions of the vlrious groups, the next to
the last day of each month for a meeting of the Governors
and Secretaries of each state, Whioh oomprised the Congress
of the Union, and every month, on the last school ds"

the

whole school had a meeting presided over by the president
of the Sohool Republic •.
On the first Friday after the elections a notice
appeared on the door of each class-room oalling the first
seSSion and stating that, although the first business to
I

~.'

be discussed would be the apPOintment of oommittees b7 the
members of the directing board, the Governors had agreed

..

to call a meeting of their groups, in order that they might
determine who should be appointed to oarry out the duti ••
of Administration, in order that they might di80USS the
oharaoter of subsequent general assemblies.
three pupils of our group were commissioned by the
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Governor to invite the prinoipal to our meetiDg.

He.

after thanking us, exoused himself, and kindly offered to
attend 80me later meeting for he Wished, he told thea,
that we should act With absolute freedom and independence,
and he believed that hi8 presenoe in these first meetings
might influenoe the intentions of some, thus hindering
tree manifestations of their 1deas.
"

When the hour set on the notioe arrived, and &s soon
as the teachers had left, all the members of the directin,
board 8at down in front of us.

!he Governor oocupied the

oenter seat, and, after ringing a bell, he solemnly told

us:
"!he eession is openel.

!he seoretary will do us

the favor of reading the minutes of the assembly in order
that they may be verified."
George, as acting seoretary. opened a large blaok book
that the principal had given us, and With a voioe somewhat
shakJ from emotion, began to read the report of the
electiona.

When he finished, the President spoke again:

"!he record is open to discussion."
u

Bobod7 said a word.
With it?

!hen he asked: "Are you satisfiel

Do you approve, or do you Wish 80me modification?"

"Approved, approvel," we all answered.
"!he principal

ob~ect

of this meeting." the Governor

t
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continued, "is to appoint the committees smong our
eleoted companions.

These committees are as follows:"

And he enumerated them, explaining the duties each would
have.

When he finished talking, Ramiro who was very

restless asked to speak.
"I suggest
,.

~on

Elizondo as the commisSioner ot

order."
We all laughed at this suggestion, for we understood
that this remark w_s made because the pupil that h.
Buggested, was the most timid one in the class, and ot
such sweet and peaceable character that he would be unable
to impose any order at all.

It seemed that the one who

made the proposition was prepared to continue his restless
and disorderly way of liVing.
Armando, who remained oalm among all that laughter,
rang the bell and when all was qlliet he said:
"We would gladly take into consideration the proposition
of our companion except that the distribution of commiSSions
is the exclusive right of the elected functionaries."
We all exchanged meaningful looks, and we could onI,
"

approve this cleTer answer.
Pinally the distribution of commissions was made,
general matters Were discussed by all, and at the end at
the 8ession, we left for our homes with the impression,

1M

Tery exaggerated for sure, that we bal arranged a world
by entrusting it to our new organisation.
SUperate IV
(pages 10;r!)
student gOTernment is actually in practice in the
public Bchools of the oity of MOnterre7.

HOw prevalent

it is in other schools, and how it is oarried out might
prove an interesting study.
!he student gOTernment theme oontinuea.
!he students deoide to organize a olub of
the program is the same

&8

~plorers.w

that of the Boy scouta.

The

rest of the citizenship lessons are divided among
experienoes of the "Explorers· and activitie8 undertake.
by the student government.
!he oomplete program of 8tudent government and the
reports of adventures and stUdies undertaken by its members
and the "Explorers" occupy more than half of this book.
There are two les80ns that belong to the anti-alcohol ani
anti-gambling campaign, but, aSide from theee, there are
no lessons related to the sociali8tic program.
Again the teaoher is left to determine the emphasis
to be put in interpreting the lessona.

the author slway_

speaks of the "democratic· form of government, but it is

left to the teacher whether the interpretatit. be "80cialistio."

t

.

~
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The material could easily be used With or Without
"socialistio" emphasis_

!h! _Fi~f~t~h Reader
1.

Mexioo Nuevo

L.

In the introduction, after 80me

general remarks about the style of the selection, and,
after stating that the material of the lessons is in accord
with the demands of Article 3 of the Constitution, and

"will aid the advent of a more just social and economic regime,he explains the content of the book:
"There are a180 lessons that are in aocord with the
programs the Government of the Revolution has undertaken
in order to better the conditions of the population suoh as:
protection of natural resources, aid in raising the living
standards of the rural population and of workmen in regard8
to 8alarie8, elevation and dignification of the individual
through homes, work, and education, and a change in the
concepts of economio, 800i81, and political organisation."
The intention of the author to cover all the8e pOint8
in the reading material is carried out very thoroughly_
",

• few translations gtve examples of how the materIal i8
presented to the pupil:
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!!.
Lumber from Quintana Roo

Every Mexican child, Or adult. mast be interestet
in. and cooperate with the Government of the Republic in
,',

its efforts to make those parts of our country namal
Lower California and Quintana

f,

ROO,

which, up to now, have

been disregarded to a certain extent, known for their value,
their natural resources, and cause their inhabitants to
become appreciated as our brothers.

It is important

then, friendly reader. that you impress on your memory
what you are going to reate
)lexica NUTO V
(page. 90 ..83)This introduction is followed by a long description
of the State of QUintana Roo, and a list of products, mainly
fruits and lumber, whioh are obtained there.

The names

and desoription of trees includes 12 varieties, some of
them still bearing their Indian names suoh 8S Chaeah, Pl81an,
'0

eto.

The le8son is conoluded with the advioe:
"The preoeding paragraphs show the wide field that

".

people who are interested in this field will find if they
take their activity to Quintana RoO."
When a J[exican talks about the "Indian" he usually
refers to the rural population.

The term is used as if

'.

13'1

he were speaking of an inferior being_

The following

translation illustrates this and. also, the attempt that
is being made to unify the nation and to raise the
standard of living of the rural population:
-.!,;:.ra.;;;,;n;;;.,;s;,;;l;,;;s.t.;;;i..;.o
.,;, n_

!!
Our Brothers. the Indiana
I

In various regions of our country there live so..
Mexicans. who, due to the difference of their racial
origin, are called Indians, a name which should not be
kept. or used. if we all want to feel sons of the same
80il who are obliged to work for the same future of our
country_
These Mexicans live especially in the rural districts.
or in 8mall villages. and form groups similar to all
others, sinoe they are based on the family_
their occupations and customs, their sentiments and
conduct in their human relationShips, whether they reside
in hot climates or in the cold of the Sierras, are in m&D7
oases different froll those of mestizo Mexican - mixture
of Indian and white blood - who reside in the large cities
and small towns, but who have the advantages of
civilization.
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II

These Indians, our brothers, have up to now, been
treated with inJustioe beoause it was believed, and many
still believe it, that they were inoapable of aoquiring
an eduoation. or of learning the same work as that of the
white or European race, due to the faot that they were
thought to be of inferior intelligence.
Our brothers, the Indians, are not susceptible to
education, aocording to those who do not believe in their
strength and their mental and emotional oapacity, beoause
they see them living in huts, walking around half naked.
They do not use shoes, they eat weeds, oorn, beans, and
peppers, hardly drink milk or eat meat or eggs and they do
not bathe or keep clean.

But it is not their fault, that

even today, they still do not have the same faoilities
that the Mexioans in the oities have.

lor many, many

years all opportunities of education, establishment of
schools, and access to books have been denied them.
I'

They

have been forced through the economic powers that money
gives those that own it, to lend and rent their health
and energy for a few cents, which go by the name of
salary. and which would not be suffioient to pay for the
oorn that many families use in a week.
For a long time the men who governed the country
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believed that teaching the rural Indian to read and
write would make him rebel against the social state in
which he lived, and that he would become a dangerous
element by being able to read and write. and. therefore.
they tried to make a fanatic out of him, and kept him
isolated from all fountains of intellectual betterment,
in order that he might not have any desire other than to
I .

exist and to work for happiness and reward for his
sufferings and sacrifices in the "other world," which no
one knows anything about, and which in reality does not
exist.
III
From the Spanish conquest 'till our times. the
Mexican Indian workman has been held to be of little
economic value·as a factor of production and of insignificant civic value in cultural matters. and in the
problems of Mexico.

Nevertheless. the Mexican Indian

plants the soil, sells his labor, and has carried a gun
in the oonquest of liberty for our country.

This

erroneous belief. which has resulted in activities adverse
to the salvation of the Mexican Indian, must disappear
and in reality, the end is near, due to the efforts of
the Government of the Revolution.

The redemption of our

brothers, the Indians, must come through spreading

..
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eduoation in all the rural districts of the country education Which is a firm foundation for elevating them
economioally and spiritually.
Besides:
The redistribution and restitution of land enough
for them to cultivate and furnish them with the means of
living.
/,

Constructing dams and furnishing water for irrigation.
Improving the cultivation of their land comes through
the speoialized instruction they receive, and the use of
machines where they can be used profitably, and abolishing
the use of the anoient wooden plough.
Lending them money for their seed - grain through the
National Bank of Land Grant Credits.
The establishment of boarding sohools in which the
government feeds and eduoates ohildren and youth, transforming their bodies and their minds, uniting their feelings
through socialistio doctrines to the same sooial aspiration

11

of all the racial groups which have lived separated from
the meztizo Mexicans, who live in the cities, and are

,",

workmen or public servants, will erase in the future the
name of Qtom! Indian, Maya Indian, eto., and unite them
under one name: Mexicans.

·c

IV
Mexicans of different origin live united through
their speech, education, and eoonomia equality, oivic
participation, application of law, treatment of justice;
in a word, the aspiration of making Mexioo into a sane,
strong, and eduoated country, united through an effort in
J.

production and participation in profit - a country in
which all Mexioans enjoy the same rewards and opportunities
to aohieve their well-being and happiness.
V

!hereiore, Child, never say the word "Indian" again.
Erase it from your tongue and mind.
J'raternally oall him, ")(exioan."
l(exico NUevo V
(pages let-liS)
In an effort to improve the living conditions (homes)
of the masses the author inoludes a lesson whioh explains

.,

how a workman may own his home through companies that
allow him to pay for it oYer a period of years.

He

stresses that saYing is essential, and gives examples of
how much a home should cost, and of the payments that must
be made.
The 8im of "changing the ooncept of our sooial,
eoonomio and politioal organization" is oarried out through

It
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several lessons, some

o~

them in story form.

The

following translation is a lesson in condensed form:
franslation
------28

!he Mexican society i8 divided into two principal
eoonomic groups:
a.

!hose who use the implements of production but

do not own them.
b.

Those who own them but do not use them.

To

theee two groups belong:
The employees and the owners.
The capitalists and the workmen,
Those who obtain their share of the profits,
Those who live from salaries,
These 01as8e8 are not determined by law. but are
firmly established by economic position.

And, through

the growing development of industrialism in our oountry.
they become more firmly established and even become
permanent and have an hereditary oharacter.
A workman. if luoky. has Just as many chances of
t',

becoming wealthy over night as one has of Winning the
lottery.

fhe working masses are condemned to earn their

living by selling their work, and their sons to follow
the same road, and the oapitalist, by the same rule,

....

.<

ld

inherits his opportunit7 to live from capital.
It should not be stated positive17 that all
Xexioan sooiety is divided into these classes.

!here is

a rather large group oal1ed the middle class, who
partioipate in the condition. of both of these group ••
In the world of industrial produotion. however. on11 the
two olasses are represented - the oapitalist and the
salaried workman.
!he salaried.. olass inoludes all kinda of hired labor,
manual and mental.
)(e%1o'o NUevo T
(page. 1'16-17f)
!he majority of lessons whioh impart sooialistic
information in this series of readers are written in form
of plain statements similar to the above translation.
!here are a few lessons, however. that use the stor1
method to impart and illustrate sooialistio teaohing.
The following translation is an example of this type:
!ranslation

!!
!he parable of the 00.

Ten finanCiers invested ten pesos eaoh and bought a
fine oow that gaye ten quarts of milk a day.
reoeived one quart a8 his share.

Eaoh of the.

The neighbors from near and far heard about this
marvelou8 cow and said to themselves: ·"Imagine receiving
a whole quart of milk every day.
ment of ten pesos.
oow."

What a marvelous invest-

I would like to have a share of that

These warda came to the ears of financiers who

owned the oow. and who. being rather oonfused said: "Let
us give these people what they wish.

our shares in the

oow only oost us ten peaos. eaoh, and we oould sell more
shares at this prioe."
They then went to a printing shop where they ordered
1000 papers printed with the follOWing warda:

of the cow."

"One share

They sold 600 shares at $10.00 each thus

obtaining a caSh profit of .5.000.00.

They divided the

other 500 shares among t.he 10 original investora 8a a
reward for haTing been 80 amart.
Eaoh financier now owned 61 shares and also part of
the money where at first they only owned one share.
One of the ten begaD to worry and aaid: "See here.
friends.

Each individual that bought a share

\"«'

~

the cow

e%pects to get a quart of milk tonight and the oow only
gives ten quarts.

When the milk is divided among 1010

shareholders we will only get a few drape each.

The price

of the. shares will go down and will be worth nothing
tonight.

It i8 better to get rid of our shares While

we can."
fhe ten men went out in search of new investor ••
Eaoh one sold the 50 shares that he had received as a
premium.

In this manner they obtained 5,000 pesos whlch

were divided among the ten of

the~

Hlght approached and, being worrled, one of them
sald:

"Prlends, there wl1l be a ver7 long line of people

walting for milking tlme.

Get bu.y and induee the people

to aign their rights over to 70U and give 70U the power
to vote for their shares.
l"

Return with these powera anA

then we shall take a vote."
At nightfall the ten men met in the stable where
the7 kept the

OOW.

In their hands they held the signed

doouments whioh enabled them to vote for the absent share
holders, and

~he

ten men had not lost their rights, for each

of them had kept his original share.
"Good" 8aid the one who had done the work. "we muat
reorganize.
,-

!he oomp8nJ needs a preSident, a treasurer,

and eight vice.presidents.
one of ua.

fhis will give a job to eaoh

8inoe we are ten, and the oow gives ten

quarts of milk a day, it i8 proposed and approved that
each one of us ahall reoeive a quart of milk a day
salar,.."
fhey all approved.

a. our

The suggestion w&s carried out without objection.
Having done this. the oow was milked.
Footnote:

The teaoher will explain to the students how

a corporation is organised. some by shares and shareholders, others as cooperative undertakings and. by using
the story in this lesson, teach that some people bU 7
shares and stocks of imaginary or unlawful undertakings.
and. thus. are defrauded.
Mexico Nuevo V
(pages EOO-EO!')
It would be impossible to include a translation of
all the lessons that have a bearing on the socialistic
program.

The following gives a more complete idea of the

extent to which this program is represented in the fifth
reader of the Mexico Nuevo Series:
1.

Foreword - poem, praising the desire for work

2.

Let Us OWn Our Home - (See reference in text,
p. 141)

z.

Interpreting a Picture - Socialistic.
and the workman are brothers

,.

The Hammer - Poem - Describes the smithts work
and comments on the darkness and hardships
of his life

The farmer

,-

1'"
5.

Interpret the Picture (by Diego de Rivera) Socialistio. Brings out that the mines
have been owned by foreigners and that
the profits go out of the country

6.

Little Dictionary - Socialistic definition of
words such 8S capitalist, owner, proletariat,
etc.

7.

!he Land Grant - Rural reform. Mentions that the
wealthy and the Churoh have exploited the
rural population for four oenturies

8.

Love Aotion - Sport and health

9.

Cooperative Sooieties of Pr04ucers - Desoription
of their organisation and benefits

10.

!he Writer - saroastio propaganda against men who
are proud of their learning but only use it
to enslave other people

11.

Profits-propaganda - Who gets them and the
injustioes of distribution

12.

Reading the picture - Sooialistic propaganda in
story form against those who do not work but
take advantage of and do harm to those who do

13.

!he Two Aims of the Revolution

14.

Lumber from Quina ROO (see Translation No. 26, p.136)

15.

The lirst Boarding School - Historical account of
the first efforts to eduoate the Indian during
the regime of Juarez

16.

Slavery of Work - propaganda against long hours of
work

17.

RaiSing Fowls - Information on how to increase
produotion

18.

The Law of January 6, 1915 - Historioal. Law
providing for the division of land to the
rural population

..

~

Land and Liberty
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19.

Conserve Our Yorest - Conservation of natural
resouroes

20.

The Syndicates - Representation of the proletariat

21.

True Leisure - Security of emplo,ment and shorter
hours will give the workman leisure time to
improve himself mentally and physically

22.

Strike Breakers - Workmen attack the strike
breakers and police intervene

23.

Song of Work - poem

24.

The JUstice of the Minimum Wage - Mentions low
salaries paid before the Revolution and the
justice of the constitutional provision
demanding a minimum wage law

25.

Silver - Natural resources

26.

)leans of Produotion and Keans of Consuming propaganda against oapitalists and monopolies

27.

The Meaning of Socialism - Definition

28.

History of the Socialist MOvement - X.rl Marx
Review of the life and books of xarl Marx's
as one of the leaders of the sooialistic
JIOvement

29.

To

30.

The

31.

Socialist Thought - (See Translation No. 28, p. 142)

32.

Our

33.

Workman's Insurance - Explains the reasons for
making it compulsory

a Laborer

- Poem. Tells laborer that capital
would be worthless without his work

~rseillaise

Brother~,

p. 137)

- story of a strike

the Indians (See Translation NO. 27,

149
34.

cananea, 1906 - Historical account of how
foreigners gained the concession to a mine
and exploited the population. The workmen
strike but are defeated

35.

The parable of the Cow (See Translation 29, p. 143)

36.

What is the Mexican Revolution (See
Chapter I, p. 7)

2.

Superate!_

Transl~tion

in

The introduction to this book is

only an instruction to the teacher to the effect that reading
is not effective unless the child understands the thought
context of the reading matter.

No reference is made to

the content or to the author's purpose in selecting the
material.

The course of study for the public schoole in

Monterrey, however, repeats that a socialistic interpretation
must be given to the lessons.

This list of required text-

books tor the fifth and sixth grades in the city of Monterrey
designates a book, Iadtvidualism

~

Sooialism,

by Bonilla,

for supplementary reading.
The author continues to use the story as a setting for
socialistic and moral teaching, thus making the interpretation
depend upon the teacher's explanation.

He places responsi-

bility for conditions such as child-labor, strikes. and
slavery on foreign countries and past events, and, in order
to be applied to existing conditions in Mexico, the teaoher
has to draw comparisons and lead the disoussion.

L
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We have Been. that, in the Mexico NueTO series,
work is considered the duty and the pride of man, and that
only the workman has a right to the profits.
is illusirated by the following paragraph

Thi8 teaching

fr~m

a "Soeia1-

istic-moral" lesson entitled; "He Who Does not Work, Does not
Eai." (page 20):
is a sooial duty.

~orking

Those who live without

working are unhealthy parasites who rob other men of a
part of their oommon labor.

is the most just for.ula

~hi8

that social morals demand imperatively: 'He who doe8 not
work, does not eat.

He who brings nothing to the hiTe has

no right to taste the honey.'"
Work then, is a moral duty, not a social demand of the
working class.

The moral angle is stressed in all lessons.

The following translations are examples of a more
condensed form of teaohing.
80

T~an81ation ......

Do You Want your Country to be Great?
Do

lOU

yourself.

want your country to be great?

Begin by raising your goal.

Then grow

strenShen your

will, and then yoar own character.
With these factors, try to improTe your own property.
your Tirtue and your knowledge.

L

If you don't do this,

·

,
"
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your country will never be great.
If each individual trieS to improve himself 'till
these individuals form the majority, the country will be
powerful because its greatness will be real, and not an
illusion.
What good are natural resources if they remain undevelopedT What good i8 it to have fabulous riches 11llder
the soil if the population that liTe8 on it i8 uneducated,
ragge! and smelly?
Think, and you will 8ee that your oountry can only
be great when all its wealth i8 developed and when each
individual becomes sufficient to himself.
Don't wait for this metamorphosis to take place
sometime in the future.

Nol

Initiate it yourself in the

~

sehool, in your home, in your habits, and in all your
activities.
in error.

,

.

If you wait for the time to arrive you are
!ime fsindefinite and something that by itself

doe8 not accomplish anything.

Everything depends on us •

Everything is the outcome of our effort and of our w111.
Do

you want your country to be greatT

Begin then to

work,for your own growth.
In its essenee, patriotism is the happy expression of
our environment.
80il.

..

The flower smiles at the sun in its native

fhe oak tree huge the soil and takes i te. juice.

J(8.Jl
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sailes in his home at those who are near him - his father
and mother.

He is united to them, at first Without realizing

it, and gradually he beoomes consoious of it.

Through the

family, that first expression of love. man rises to a wider,
~.

rioher love for his oountry.

!hrough a change of influences

and the accumulation of benefits the country, without
stopping, raises its family. feeds it with wisdom, forma
and inspires it; and the family in turn, remakes and renew.
the nation.
Adolfo Velasco
SUperate V
(pagea 89~O)
,

!he rest of this lesson is e repetition of idea.
previously expressed.

fhe emphasis on the individual,

though the duty of the individual to the nation has not
been mentioned in the other seriea.

There a need for

oooperation, and emphasis of working for a commoJ oause,
is stressed, rather than the individual.
if

The following translation gives another example

o~

the difference between the materials foand in the reaters.
Some of the statements oould be interpreted
the sooialistic propaganda.

8S

It.oertainly presents a more

oonservative and philosophical point of view.

{

an attack on
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-

!r8nslation 81
.....................................
Scienoe and Libert7
SOienoe and Liberty are our modern deities.
fo the first, man owes all his strength; to the
second, his dignity.

Both cooperate in making man more

powerfal and great, and each one of them, daily and to
a great extent, inoreases human well-being.
fo soienoe we owe agrioulture that feeds us, and
the industry that olothes us, houses us and arms us for
the fight for a living.
,,-

fo liberty we owe the highest and

most noble moral and political goodS. our oWn oonscienoe,
our high idea of our own responsibilities, the most noble
institutions, and the sweetest benefits of its rule.
Democraoy. republic, a respect of all for all,
justice. groWing morality, consciousness of duty - all
these and muoh more. we owe to the freedom that we have
conquered; and we owe more to those under whose leadership
we are fighting.

'.'

Not in vain, then, does the word liberty tremble on
all lips, and raise

~

emotion in all hearts.

All, in effeot, reach for it.

We all demand it.

We all aSpire to it.
Its motor impulse moves all of us.
promise attracts us.

Its irresistible

For it we reach, our faith rests on

it, and our hope longs for it.
BeTerthelesa, few people have thought about what
liberty really i8; of what it consists and how far
reaching the secret of its greatne8s and efficiency is.
The majority of men love her without knowing her, in the
manner of a fair~ale prince who lOTes a princess without
knowing her.

And, some of them have 8uch an absurd idea

about it, that it becomes monstruous and hateful.
lor the majority of people, liberty is a right
wi thout lill1t, Wi thout argument of what can and cannot be
done, undertaken, or refrained trom; of realizing all their
deaires; of satiating their appetites; of not recognizing
&n1 restraint, of not Obeying other authority than their

own, and only acting accordingly to the dictates of their
own whi_.

lor this majority, all outside coercion becomes tyranny.
another bar put up by despotism.

All rules of conduot are

a restraint, all condeBcension an addiction.

They want,

those that form this group, to be free .a the bira in
space, as a feather in the breeze, as a butterfly in the
meadow.

fhey want to go and oome. climb and asoend. suck

honey and cross the horizons. without any opposition;
without receiVing orders or demands from anybody: without
having responsibilities exacted of them or penalties

,

\.

imposed for doing whatever their whims may be.

These
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people want to live tree as a shining star, as the wind
blows and

8S

the wave rolla.

fhi. kind of liberty i8 not only wicked, but
impossible; not only impossible but inconceivable; not'
only inoonceivable, but contradictor,.
!he liberty of a feather in the
illusion.

bree~e

i8 only aa

It it glides, olimbs, or descends, if it

changes direction without apparent cause, it i8 not
because it is free, but beoause it is a slave and t07
of the Wind whioh sways it as it desires, and not
teather Wishes.

8S

the

!he breese itself is not free either.

It doe. not blow according to its'whim, nor doe8 it
spontaneously determine its direction or strength.
laws, blind and unmovable, govern it.

Physical

It become8 a 80ft

breese or a hurrioane; it strokes the wings or blows over
the earth according to the balance of atmospheriC oonditions.
!he same thing happens to human oonduet.

Acta, that

seem to be 8pontaneous and free, have a cause, are rule'
by law8 and arise from their tyr&Dn7-

..

We love, hate, work,

fight, and rejoice according to human antecedents and to
the condition8 that surround

U8.

Dr. Manuel ~10re8
Superate T
(pages 16a'-164)
~his

leason oontinues in poetic-philosophical manner,
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and reaohes the conolusion that man is free only.when
he submits to laws and justioe.
The petroleum questionl is again discussed and the
methods used by foreigners to exploit the nation are
desoribed.
~ollowing

is a list of the number of lessons whioh

may be made "socialistic" by the teaoher:
1.

The Little White Blaves - Child Labor in England

2.

He Who Does Bot Work Does Not Eat - (See p.150 )

3.

Blavea - Story desoribing former conditions in
Columbia

••

The Petroleum Question in Mexioo - (See p.156 )

5.

Do You Want Your Country to be Great? (See p. 150)

6.

Horses on a Strike - saroastic "take-off" on
organized labor movements and agitators

7.

Broken Hands - Story of a man despairing beoaus.
of unemployment. He hears a beggar count
his money and cripples himself in order to
earn a livillg

8.

Wealthy and Poor Children - story. Shows how
class distinotions will disappear

9.

SOienoe and Liberty (See Translation No. 31. p. 153)

10.

1.
1\

A Dog story - Ironio "take-off" on agitators. A
cur beoomes convinced that he is as good aa
those fine foreign doga - and gets killed

See Superate

!!.

p.

'I
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The Sixth Reader

_
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.....O;.~_

-

_ _ _ _ __

Mexico Nuevo VI.

The introduction to this book

is the same 8.S that to Book V.
only the old ones expanded.

No new themes are included -

The Constitution again is

quoted in respect to the minimum wage and the law against
monopolies.

One lesson gives an historical account of the

Mexican Constitutions.

(They have had nine Constitutions.

not counting the Constitution of 1917, which is only
considered a modification of the Constitution of 1867.)
Distributed throughout the book are six lessons
entitled "Socialistic Thought." intended to give the reader
a socialistic pOint of view on various problems.

The

first deals with the injustice of the existence of working
and capitalistic c18sses.
its various aspects.

The second is on class war in

In the third lesson are reasons why

private property should become collective property.

The

fourth i8 on individualism and private property - • tran8lation of an essay by Oscar Wilde.

The fifth lesson is on

social collectivism and individualism. and explains that
socialism does not attempt to destroy individualism. but
that individualism must cooperate and support collective
social efforts.

The sixth lesson is 8 translation and

adaptation of 8n article from the

!!! .L_e_a_d_er_ - a demand

by an unemployed man that he be given work and help. and
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is intended to develop a sense of responsibility for the
unemployed.
Since this definitely will be the last school year
for most of the children, vooational guidance becomes
important.

Besides the usual lessons and poems praising

work as a whole, we find the following lesson:
Translation

~

Vocational

~uidanoe

Think about each one of the problems that we present
here and write your concluSions or be ready to explain to
your fellow pupils what you think of these problems:
1.

You want to reach a high position in business

the day that you have acquired the knowledge to hold suoh
a position.

Do you believe that a job suitable for a

young boy, or one suitable for an adult, would be better
for the beginner?

Give the reasons on which you base your

oonclusions.
2.

John learned shorthand.

He is 16 years old.

He

has a limited vooabulary, and he oan not spell.
Is John prepared to hold a position as

,8

stenographer!

If he takes one, to what dangers does he expose himself?
3.

~

merohant, examining the names of his employees

said one morning: "! have a good position for one of my
young employees.

Whom shall I ohoose?

The oldest one,
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the tallest one, the best looking one, Or must I ohoose
him for other reasons?Whom would you ohoose?
,.

Tom aaid: "I am going to withdraw from school

and begin work so that I can earn money and save for mJ old
age.-

John said, "I am going to continue in school and get

an education so that I can earn money and save money for

mw

old age.Which of the two boys do you believe will have mone7

when he i8 old?
5.

Explain well.

"I don't want to study Spanish," said Henry.

"I

want to learn book-keeping in order to beoome a book-keeper."
"I want to studJ only typewriting and Shorthand," said
Kanuel, "I want to be a secretary."
Can

70U

give Henry and

6.

Write an advertisement offering a job in an office

~uel

some advice?

and stating the requirements that such an employee must
fulfill.
7.

,.

You might be very capable in your work and yet

not be successful.
failure?

What could be the reasons for your

Write a short list of oauses that you believe

might be true.
Mexico Nuevo VI
(pages 69.70)--
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The following list and summaries of lessons shows
the topios related to the sooialistio program inoluded
in this book:
1.

Houses in General - Development of housing.

Desirable qualifioations: sanitary, looation away from
saloons and faotories. eto.
2.

Sooialistio Thought - Existenoe and injustioe of

ol&sa differenoes.
3.

Work - Desire for work.

Health rules to keep

one fit for work.
4.

"

Foods - How to budget the salary and what foods

to bU7.
5.

HOW

to Prevent Aooidents While Working - Safet7.

6.

Civio Oooperation - Explains what the government

furnishes: parka, pla7grounds. paved streets, street lights,
eto.
7.

Will is power - Anti-aloohol, smoking and gambling

oampaign.
8.

The Minimum wage - Explains the justioe of the law

and gives the seotion of the Constitution whioh provides it.
9.

Konopo17 - Explains the harm done by monopolies

and gives Artiole 28 of the Constitution whioh defines and
makes monopolies illegal •

.
'
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10.

Vocational Guidanoe - (See Translation No. 82,

p. 158)

11.

Flora and Fauna - Natural Boience and preservation

of natural resources.

12.

Agriculture - Information on the improvement of

farming.
13.

Three Causes of Immorality of Youth - Anti-alcohol

oampaign.
14.
account.

Origins of the Mexioan Proletariat - Historical
The Encomienda system during Colonial times.

15.

Saving -

16.

Worse than Slaves - Treatment of the Indian during

Why

and how to save.

Colonial times.
17.
day.

Martyrs of Chioago (1886) - light for the 8 hour

The oapitalists defeat them.
18.

Socialistio Thought - Class war.

19.

Three Platforms - Political influences which led

to the writing of the Constitution of 1917.
20.

Socialistio Thought - Why we attempt to ohange

private property into oollectively awned property.

21.

Agrarian Aspirations - Colleotive farms and how

they are administered.
22.

The Origin of Cooperative Societies - Experiment

in England.
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23.

Jebruary 5 of 1857 and 1917 - The Mexican Con-

stitution written in 1857 (JUarez), and revised in 1917.
24.

Alcohol is the Cause of ACCidents at Work -

Anti-alcohol campaign.
25.
history.
26.

The Strike of the Fougeree - propaganda through
Prance 1906.
SOCialistic Thought - Individualism and Private

property.
27.
(4~)

To Save is to Earn Money - Explains how interest

accumulates.
28.

Sooialistic Thought - Social Collectivism and

Individualism.
.'

29.

Citizen and Soldier - All citizens, not only the

soldier, are responsible for keeping the peace of the
oountry.
30.

The Constitution of 1917 - Historical basis.

31.

Revolution - poem.

aims of the Revolution.
32.

Poetic definition of the

Land and justioe for the masses.

The Origin of capitalism - How the growth of

manufacturing and inventions created class differencea.
r~

33.

Bread - poem.

The last two linea say that it

is not the poor workman who will get to eat it, but
somebody else.
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Socialistic Thought - The unemployed.
35.

Farewell to the Reader (See !ranslation No. 33
p. 163)

!he ideas and ideals that the author wishes the child
to carry with him on leaving school are given in the last
lesson of the book which is a letter to the reader:
'.,

Translation 33
=-----------Mexioan boy:
Before closing the pages of this book that has been
your oompanion during the year, and before leaving your
school in which you have spent part of your happy life,
the school where you have cultivated friendships that you
will neTer forget, and which you will always remember With
pleasure, listen to our last word:
We hope that the mass of its reading materiel haa
taught you many useful things, and at the same time given

..

you moments of spiritual recreation, awakening in your
mind a love for study, and given you an impulse toward
conducting yourself with a spirit of sympathy and
oooperation with all human beings with whom you will have
to live, without

neglectin~

the habit of reading. for bookB

represent the experience and the knowledge of many beings
with whom you oan oommunioate by means of reading whether

L
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they are alive. or have oeased to exist.
Thus, before leaving you we wish you to make a
reView, With the aid of your teaoher, of the panorama
presented by Mexican life in the present historical
moment of its sooial and eoonomio evolution, of its
demooratic, eduoative and cultural life, and of its
friendly international relations.
Mexioo is an objeot of admiration of the whole world,
for the effort that the population has made to establish
a new form of liVing. representing a social fight fcr
economic improvement through work. education, and culture an improvement which had been retarded beoause of egOists
who were incapable of understanding human Buffering.
Mexico on awakening to a better existence haa had to
fight, and is fighting, against all kinds of obstacles
presented by those who possesB the material wealth, and
who do not wish the elevation of the working masses.
Mexico recognizes the racial impulses and the deSire
of the masses to aohieve the enjoyment of possessione.
which in the past were kept from our working masses who
had been denied all the conquests of civilization.
Mexico is a great human laboratory - a universal
laboratory - in which systems of institutional life are
being put into action which will destroy the old concepts
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of superiority of raoe, sooial clas8es, and natural
privilegea.
Mexioo is using its own determination to establi8h
the basis for a just sooial organization, without being
'i

stopped, but respecting the promises to interests outside
of our oountry, and the desires and aooomplishments of
the other nations who lead

8

life different to ourB.

Mexico is on itB feet, working, redeeming itBelf
from its old eoonomic disadvantages, giving satisfaotion
to those striVing for justioe for the working masses farmers and laborers - giTing opportuni ti e8 and fe,cili ties
to all so018l classes to elevate themselves and become
produotive and consuming forces in just relationa, without
forgetting that there oan be no liberty or justioe when
one class attempts to dominate the other, and when one wanta
to impose itself on the other, and when an economic force
wante to prevent the improvement of human groups who fight
to open a way for succesa and happiness for themselves.
I do not know, dear reader, if you understand me, anA
if my words are olear; but i~Pite of this you, with 70ur
ohildish viewpoint, obserTation. thoughte and refleotion,
feel, and are conscious, that Mexioo, our oountry, marcheB
with faith and With optimism, and that each time it seems
to sink, it arises again with new strength, full of faith
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in its destiD7.

Therefore I want the last emotion that

reading shall produce in you to be a pledge to these
effort,and an unbreakable determination to make real
the gloriOUS future of our countr7.
u.nuel Velazquez Andrade
)lexico Nueyo VI
{pages 239-24IT

"

,"

2.

Superate!!.

The introduction to this reader

confines itself to general instructions on reading techniques.
There are no lessons that present sooialiatic teaohing
as suoh, but some of the stories haye implications that can
be used by the teacher for developing & socialistio lesaon
if she wishes.

One of the most amusing is translated here.

The reader Will easily see what could be done with suoh a
lesson if the teacher desires and yet, how easily it oould
be left just as it is:
Translation 34

-

The Ants and the Cricket
Counter-:rable

Onoe upon a time there was an old crioket who knew
lAUoh more than crickets had been allowed to know so f a r . ,
"

He knew the oustoms and practices of the country because
he had lived there a long time and he did not lack powera
of obseryation.

He knew the praotices and oustoms of the

city, for in the cold winter days he 4ared enter into the
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garden stove of a oertain lawyer.

!here it was that he

saved himself from the oruel fate that comes to all
orickets.

Safe through the winter. hardened and strong,

the little orioket was now a great orioket.

!o other

oriokets he was what a superman would be to U8.
And then it happened that the ohildren. perhap8 with
the intention of wounding his self esteem, for ohildren
are oruel. came to tell bim the fable whioh you know:
"Singing, the orioket spent the summer"
fhi8 is. the story of his raoe, and of tbe race that

..

traditionally desoribes him 80.
listen and hew to think.

..

Tbis crioket knew how to

He was smart!

He bad his own

ideas about criokets and ants and he saw that the boys had
reasons for feeling sorry for him in verses that were
rather rude and very 18th oentury-like.

Since he found

hiaself among eduoated people and in an environment where
he could acquire oulture. he realized that he must not
lose time.

He went up to the library and hurried to read •

•j

Scienoe oonsumes. but erudition makes fat.

.,

He beoame

acquainted with Iriarie firBt, because he was a patriotio
orioket; next Lafontaine, whom he liked very much, sinoe
he appreoiated good things; and then 7ather Aesop who ••
although he did not know it, he himself bad taught how to
disoourse.

And when be felt himself strong with tbe sweet
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juioe of poetry he passed on to the sweet Wine of other
spiritual reading.

Did he get beyond ,abre, that

exquisite vulgariser?

I think so.

Soon he learned.

besides fables and legends, his prinoiples of entomology,
and knew what to think about hie Sister oriokets and about
work and the farsightedness of his rivals, the ants.
But

8S I

have said. soienoe consumeS the body, and

our orioket did not wish to be oonsumed to free himself, fly, go

OD ------.

he·

only wanted

Sinoe he attended

the meetings, inaide of an empty inkwell on top of the
wardrobe, he learned the law8 better than anybody els.,
for he had the advantage of being a farmer, and when he
a8W the earth warming up under the June sun he resolved to
venture out again.

This time, armed with a plan, he knew

more than his master. the lawyer. about the only thing
interesting to. him - the war between the oriokets and the
ants.
He was superior, erudite and above all a oricket.
II

Better said: "an old and smart orioket with a twisted tooth."
When the ants saw him oome they were speechlesa.
't

huge orioket before harvest time!

Suoh.

He refused to explain.

When things are explained, even the ants lose their respeot.
His voice sounded like a war trumpet as he sat on the branoh
of a tree olose to the ant hill and into his Bong whioh

•
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seemed to have no meaning he slipped this simple idea:
"~he

land of your ant-hill is mine."

For thirty days and thirty nights ,our cricket
expanded this conoept, tightening it. explaining it until
he became oonvinoed that the land of the ant hill was
without doubt his property.

He proclaimed it in a olear

voioe. and the ants beoame very restless at the savage
sound of that vOice, and for no other reason:
"He says the land of the ant hill is his.
it be so.

All right. let

But the ant hill and all that is in it is oura."

As you see the ants were not without s.ense, but they
had committed the error of beginning the argument by giving
a conoession.
Sky and earth soon were given to understand:
"~he

land of that ant hill is mine!"

One stormy night the cricket, proteoted in a hole
of the tree. witnessed how the ant hill was flooded.
stones as big as pigeon eggs were falling.
.\

died, orushed or drowned.

Hail-

Innumerable ants

When the thunder ended, the

ants oould hear that cursed cricket and the lightning
Showed them his fresh and happy face:
"Yes. we know," they furiously told him, "the land of
this ant hill is yours."
And the rain and the hail oarried them to their death

~

prill""'·
.-----

1'10

hattng him with their whole soul.

But in the morning,

when the rain had stopped and the earth had absorbed the
water, and the birds announced a new day, the ants tried
to come out, but they found
.,

8

great monster engaged in

digging hi. claws and teeth into the entrance of the
ant hill.
~ll

It was a hare who was looking for his hole.

oalamities descended on them at one time, and they

fled frightened, and With a religious fear, for they belieTea
that so many misfortunes oould not be natural, but were the
work of God's Tengeanoe and Judgment.
Then the cricket approached with a jump and stopped
them:

..

"you haTe seen it," he told them, "These misfortunes
haTe come to you beoause of your badness.
want you to be unjust to me.

The gods do not

The land of the ant hill is

mine."
"And what must we do?"I would be satisfied with 1000 grains each harvest."
"And shall we liTe in peaoe?"
"Yes, the ant hill Will be yours."

'.

"We agree. The land of the ant hill is yours."
'rom this day on there was • crioket, father of crioketa,
who can stiok his beak into the green branches of trees, and,
who when these dry up, still has a good stook of proTision ••

t.

r \
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Some years the field does not produoe 1000 grains of
wheat.

fhe poor ants are trapped and their seed grow.

roots.

!hen the great cricket assembles the little

criokets,and With true literary and somewhat ironio feeling,
explains to them

8

very amusing lesson. and pOints out the

errors in the three versions of the fable by Iriarte. La
.\

Fontaine, and old Aesop, without forgetting the original
souroe whioh probably was Indian.
Louis Bello
Superate V~
This fable can be interpreted from different pOints
of view.

It could be an example of how the land was lost

to the Indian when the Spaniards claimed it.

It might be

interpreted as proof that the maSSes are exploited by
those who have more knowledge.

On the other hand, it oan

also be used to show how easy it is to succeed' if one haa
knowledge.
The lessons that might be applied to socialistic
teaching are listed here with a brief summary of the
socialistio interpretation of each:
1.

Our Forefathers - Description of the misery anA

poverty of the Mexican Indian and of their need for eduoation.

a.

The Workmen - Poem, praising the value and hardships

1'2
of work.
3.

Who knows?- Poem. desoribing the passiveness ot

the Indian.
4.

!rhe Scaffold - Poem.

A mason working on the house

of wealthy people teels pride in his work.
5.

.,

!rhe Snail - story in which a snail teaches how

easy and how desirable it is to own your home •
6.
guidance.

!rhe Son of the Meohanic - story.

Vooational

!rhe son found out that not all people haTe the

mental ability to learn a profession.

He was first in all

his olasses in the elementary school, but he failed in
seoondary sohool.
7.

Moral: don't aim too high.

Unredeemed Children - states that childhood haa

been negleoted.

~7

ohildren are born into misery and

in unhealthy circumstances.

Responsibility for aiding

these ohildren falls on eTery one.
8.

!rhe Bale of Goods - story stressing a man's struggle

to better his oondition.

His son who helps him in his 014

.j

age, is killed by a bale of goods while unloading a ship.
9.

The Ants and the Crioket - CSee !rranslation BO. 34.
p.166 )
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Chapter V
SUJDIlRY

This thesis shows how the Mexican program of
socialistic education is reflected in the reading

,,

material of two serie8 of readers.
Educaticn in Mexico during the last five years haa

,\

become one of the meana through which the IPederal Government hopes to improve the socio-economc conditions ot
the proletarian ma.8e8.
The Mexican program of socialistio eduoation aima
to give the child a consciousness of the 80cial ccndition8
under which he exists &nd, through teaching him facts and

t

legal rights. enable him to defend his rights. and work
toward the improvement of the proletariat.
The organization of a IPederal Department of Eduoation
in 1921 enabled the Mexican 'ederal Government to supervise
instruction throughout Mexico and to build schools wherever
they were needed.

The lederal Department of Education has

been given the right to dictate educational programs tor
all the Bchools in the ccuntry. and Since 1925 their aim
has been to socialise educaticn.
!We

series of readers were selected for analysis of

their sooialistic oontent, in order to show the extent to
which SOCialistic education is oarried out in Mexico.
r.

The

'(

1'14
"%ico Buevo series is indorsed by the 7eder81 Department of Education and presents socialistic education in
the form approved by the Federal Government.

The

Super.te series is used in two northern states. Nuevo Leon
and coahUila, and was chosen for an analysis of socialistic
"

contents because the North represents the industrial wealth
of Mexico and the socialistic program is advocated in a
more conservative manner in this series.
The complete content of the two series was analysed
to give an idea of all the material included in the
readers, and to show the relative space given to socialistic
teaching in eaoh reader.

Nine heading8 were seleoted to

olas8ify the contents of the reaters: (1) sooialistic.
( 2) moralistic, (3) scientifio, (4) heal tll, (6) nature,
(6) histor,J. ('1) Mexico, (8) child life, (9) entertainment.
Linear inches were used to measure the space given to each
topic in each reader.

The linear inches were then oonvert.,

into percentages of space to show the ranking of each topic
i

I

on the basis of space given to it in each reader.
The major purpose of this thesis is to show the method

••

employed in the two aeries of readers to impart socialistic
eduoation and the content of sooialistic education to be
found in each reader.
The important fact demonstrated by analyses of the

•
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8ooia1istio oontents of the readers is that the
sooia1istio program is advooated very thoroughly in
the Mexioo Nuevo seriea (used in the

~ederal

sohools).

while in the Superate series (used in northern states)
we find a more conservative interpretation.
Sooia1ism is a movement whioh undergoes changes
,j,

according to the problems of the country and the times.
In all oases its expressed aim is to improve the
conditions of the proletariat, but eaoh country develops
its own method of achieving the desired results.

In

Mexioo the efforts of socializing the nation deal mainly
with
1.

Improving labor conditions

2.

Solving agrarian problems

3.

Educating the population

4.

Establishing oooperativeownership of the
means of production

Socialistic education in Mexioo strives to give the
child the facts that will enable him to effect a social
reform and information that will raise the standard of
"

living of the proletariat.

Therefore labor laws. agrarian

problems, health. eto. form the background for muoh of
the reading material. espeoially in the Mexioo Nuevo
series.

'~.
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Mexioo Nuevo Series
--- ---------frank method in which socialistio education is
~he

~he

presented in the Mexioo Nuevo series makes it possible to
classify the socialistio contents of these readers with
little difficult7.

~he

material itself furnishes the

"

information and the teacher is given no ohoice

'.

8S

to

interpretation.
~he

main subjeots whioh form a part of the socialistio

program throughout the six books of the readers have been
listed here in the order in whioh they appear.
J'irst Reader:
1.

Socialistic teaching:
(1) Cooperation at Home
(2) Definition of "Cooperation"
(3) Work (praise)

2.

savings - one lesson

3.

Health and sport - one lesson

Second Reader
1.

Sooialistic teaohing:
(1) Cooperation
(2) Work
(3) 8 .our Da;r
(4) Capitalist TS. Working Class
(5) What is a Strike?

2.

savinge - two lessona

3.

Health and sport - four lessonl

I"
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4.

Housing - one lesson

5.

Vocational guidanoe - one lesson

6.

Anti-aloohol - two lessons

7.

Agrarian problems and population - one lesson

Third Reader
1.

Socialistic teaohing:
(l) Def1nition of Sooialistic Terms
(2) Symbols of proletarian war
(3) The SJndicate (explanation)
( 4 ) Strike s ..c two le ssona )
(5) Eight Hour Working Day
(6) Industrial Security
(7) Tnlions
(8) The Meaning of Socialism
(9) private property and Monopolies
(10) Government and Laws (need for)

2.

savings - two lessons

3.

Health and sport - three lessons

4.

Housing - one lesson

5.

Vocational guidance - one lesson

6.

Anti-alcohol - two lessons

7.

Agrarian problems - (1) The Land Grants
(2) The Mexican Indian

8.

Preservation of natural resources - one lesson

.,

Fourth Reader
o

1.

Sooialistic teaohing:
(1) Need for Unions (two lessons)
(2) Social Significance of Articles of
the Constitution
(3) A Good Citizen (definition)
(4) Eight Hour Working D$1 (two leseons)

I

(5) Consumer's Cooperatives

(6) fhe Workman (praise)
(7) How Working ~sses ~ke Themselves

Heard
Capitalism VB. Socialism
The Spirit of Cooperation
(definition)
(10) Social structure (government and
law)
(8)
(9)

f'

2.

savings - three lessona

3.

Health and sport - five lessons

4.

Housing - one lesson

6.

Vocational guidanoe - none

6.

Anti-alcohol - three lessons

7.

Agrarian problems - the Land Grant

8.

Preservation of natural reSources - none

"

,

Fifth Reader
1.

"

Sooialistio teaohing:
(1) Friendship Between the Farmer
and the Workman
(2) Praising Work (two lessons)
(3) Exploitation by Foreigners
(two lessons)
(4) Definition of Sooialistic Terms
(5) Produoer's Cooperatives
(6) Injustice of the Distribution
of Labor and Profits
(7) Attaok on the Non-Working
Clasa
(8) Aims of the Revolution
(three lessons)
(9) Slavery of Long Hours of Work
flO) Use of Leisure Time
ell) Strike
(12) produoers and Consumers

I

(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

D,finition of Sociali8m
Teachings of Karl Marx
Class Differences
Integration of the Racial
Tribes of the Nation
(17) Workman's Insurance
(18) Jraudulent Corporations
I'

2.

savings - none

S.

Health and sport - four lessons

4.

Housing - one lesson

5.

Vocational guidance - none

6.

Anti-alcohol - two lessons

7.

Agrarian problema - the Land Brant

8.

preservation of natural resouroes - three lessons

Sixth Reader
1.

Socialistic teaching:
(1) Work (praise) (two lessons)
(2) Civic aooperation
(3) MinimRm Wage (constitution)
(4) ~nopolies (constitution)
(5) Origin of the Mexican
proletariat
(6) Slavery of Masses
(7) Individualism vs. Socialism
(8) Colleotive ownership vs.
Private Property
(9) Collective and Social
Individualism
(10) The Constitution
(11) Aims of the Revolution
(12) The Origin of Capital
(13) Ullemplopent

2.

savings - four lessons

.,

I
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3.

Health - three lessons

.cr. Housing - one le8son

p,

5.

Anti-alcohol - two lessons

6.

Vocational guidance - one lesson

7.

Agrarian problema - three lessons

~

Superate Series

1.

The lessons in the Superate series. on the

whole. have a more moralistic than sooialistic tone.
Cooperation and justice are presented as moral dutie8
and not as social demands.

"

2.

SOCialistic propaganda is often disguised in

& story in the Superate series and few children will be

able to grasp the implications without the aid of the
teacher.
S.

The political belief and the background of the

teacher will be the major factor in influencing the amount
and degree of sooialistio thought and information that the
child aoquires from the Buperate aeries.
4.
c·

The teaching manual for the public sohools in

Monterrey where the Superate series are used, stresses that
a socialistio interpretation must be given to the reading
material.
5.

This is in accord with Federal regulations.
The Superate series is the preferred text in the

I
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pri .... te schools of the states of Nuevo Leon ani coahuila due to the fact that the contents are less offensive
to people who send their children to private schools.
6.

!he Buperate series is preferred in the public

schools of the same states because, despite the efforts
of the

~ederal

Government, these states have remained

more conservative than other states of the Republic.
Soci81istic training, then, as evidenced by these two
sets of elementary readers, i8 both radical and conservative, depending upon the attitudes of the districts in
which it is to be used.

It must be remembered, however.

that the reading material represents only a small part of
Mexican socialistic education.

!he Whole atmosphere at

the school i8 centered on imparting a SOCialistic outlook
to the child.

History. geography, and science instruction

aims to present facts in such manner that the child will
no longer be superstitious or fanatical •
.;

What will be the outcome for the nation from Buch
an education? We can only wonder and speculate.

,'.

However.

there already has been one outcome: a concentrated movement
on the part of the wealthy classes against the program.
When President Cardenas, in his effort to integrate
all education on a SOCialistic baeis, called a meeting of

182
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educatora to formulate recommendations whioh were to
be put before Congress, and thus made into laws, these
recommendations were published in the newspapers.

Many

of the pOints in these recommendations already were in
,.

practice in some parts of the RePublic.
Upon the publication of these reoommendations in
Bovember 1939. the general public at onoe became aware of
the nature of the education that the children of the proletariat were receiving, and which now was proposed for
the nation as a Whole.

!he reaction was tremendous.

An

extensive publicity campaign i8 being oarried on against
the paSSing of theee reoommendations by Congress.
The main accusation is that the Government is making
a monopoly out of education and that this i8 illegal.
(Article 28 of the Constitution prohibits monopolies.)
The right of the population to choose the education they
wish for their children, they claim. is being violated by
prohibiting any education other than socialistic education.
This would be so, Since all private schools must pledge
themselves to the socialistic program before they will be
permitted to function.
wit~since

Religious freedom will be interfered

no religious education whatever will be allowed.

Newspaper editorials forecast that if this educational

1.

See

page 27
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program i8 oarried out. since eduoation is "to prepare
the field for the advent of a sooial regime in whioh all
means of production and wealth will belong to the people,"l
this would bring communism to Mexioo.
The Federal eduoatienal program has been working
I.'

toward this goal for the last five years. but only recently
have the wealthy and the church become aware of ita implications.

"Social revolution through eduoation" has been

the slogan. but, Judging from the strong opposition whioh
this plan is meeting it now seems possible that there may
arise a very different revolution - a revolution beoause
of education.

1.

Recommendations of committee to be presented to Congress.
Published 1n ~ Tiempo, MOnterrey N. L. t November 29.
1939
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